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About the survey
A survey about the Parks, Recreation and Library Facilities Master Plan and the South Central
Public Lands Study was launched on June 21, 2012 and remained open until August 1, 2012. The
survey was available to be completed online or in hard copy.
A total of 556 people submitted responses on behalf of their households.
The survey is one of many methods used to receive input from residents about both projects.
Council and staff often hear residents’ ideas at public meetings, or through e-mails and phone
calls. The survey was another way to reach out to hear different ideas from many different people.
It was not designed or administered in a way that the findings could be deemed to be statistically
valid. The majority of the questions were open-ended, which allowed respondents to share their
personal views.
The survey was first promoted at the Study Information Night co-hosted by the Planning Services
and Recreation and Culture departments on June 21, 2012, which was attended by over 170
people. The survey was also promoted via numerous e-mails to the study contact list (approx. 435
people), residents’ associations and Council. A link to the survey appeared on the main page of
the town’s website (in the scrolling “top stories”) for its duration. Notice of the survey was also
delivered to all households in Ward 2 as an add-on to the ward Councillors’ notice regarding a
public event. (Despite this, only 25% of respondents were from Ward 2).
The survey questions were separated into three parts:
Part 1: Parks, Recreation and Library Facilities Master Plan
Part 2: South Central Public Lands Study
Part 3: Demographic Information

What’s in this report?
This report includes the responses received to the questions in Parts 2 and 3 of the survey only
(South Central Public Lands Study and Demographic Information (of survey respondents)).
The responses to the questions related to the Parks, Recreation and Library Facilities Master Plan
were provided to the team responsible for that project and will be considered as the Master Plan is
finalized.
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Survey questions
The majority of the questions in the survey were optional. Respondents were able to provide
information on the subjects or sites that were most important to them.
The responses to the questions in bold type below have been provided in this report.
Question

Page

Part 2: South Central Public Lands Study
13. How much importance should be given to each of the following evaluation factors in
determining the future uses: [list provided]
14. I would like to see the following on the Brantwood Public School site:

5
10

15. Are there other things you think we should consider about the Brantwood Public School site?
Yes/No
16. Other things to consider about the Brantwood Public School site:

17

17. I would like to see the following on the Chisholm Public School site:

19

18 Are there other things you think we should consider about the Chisholm Public School site?
Yes/No
19. Other things to consider about the Chisholm Public School site:

-26

20. I would like to see the following on the Linbrook Public School site:

28

21. Are there other things you think we should consider about the Linbrook Public School site?
Yes/No
22. Other things to consider about the Linbrook Public School site:

-35

23. I would like to see the following on the Oakville Arena/Trafalgar Park site:

37

24. Are there other things you think we should consider about the Oakville Arena/Trafalgar Park
site? Yes/No
25. Other things to consider about the Oakville Arena/Trafalgar Park site:

-49

26. I would like to see the following on the OTMH site:

52

27 Are there other things you think we should consider about the OTMH site? Yes/No

--

28. Other things to consider about the OTMH site:

68

29. How would you like to participate in the creation or evaluation of land use options for the
study sites? [list provided]
30. We will continue to use a variety of methods to share information about the South Central
Public Lands Study. How would you most like to receive information about the study?
Check all that apply. [list provided]
31. To receive periodic updates about the South Central Public Lands Study (including notice of
any meetings) by email, please provide us with your email address.

72

--

72

--

Part 3: Demographic Information
32. Additional comments about the South Central Public Lands Study:

73

33. Are you an Oakville resident or property owner?

77

34. Which ward(s) do you live in or own property in? Check all that apply. [list provided]

77

35. Please specify your age group: [list provided]

77

36. How many children under 18 years old are in your household?

77
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Survey Findings, in Brief
Demographic Information
Of the people who responded to the demographic questions (# 33-36):


most people were from Ward 3 (266 people), followed by Ward 2 (102 people),
and the other wards (46);



most people were over age 55 (159 people), but 90 people were between 35 and
44 years old, and 139 people were between 45 and 54 years old; and,



210 people did not have any children in their household, and 198 people did.

Evaluation Criteria
Question 13 asked respondents to rate the importance of various evaluation criteria. All
of the evaluation criteria provided (e.g. accessible, cost effective, and environmentally
sustainable) were most often ranked as being of “High Importance”. A number of ideas
were shared about other evaluation criteria.
Study Sites
The bulk of Part 2 of the survey asked open-ended questions about the five study sites:
Brantwood Public School, Chisholm Public School, Linbrook Public School, Oakville
Arena/Trafalgar Park and Oakville-Trafalgar Memorial Hospital. The individual
responses to the open-ended survey questions are being shared so that the Subcommittee
and residents may see the range of input received.
For the questions that asked what respondents would like to see on the sites (# 14, 17, 20,
23 & 26), staff have indicated the broad land use categories that the suggestions would
fall under:


Community Uses – These are indoor community uses that would be considered
community uses under section 7 of the Livable Oakville Plan. Examples from the
survey responses include: community centre, arena, indoor pool, school, art
gallery, and day care.



Parks/Open Space – These are outdoor uses that would typically be found in a
town park. Examples from the survey responses include: sports fields, tennis
courts, splash pad, baseball diamond and skateboard park.



Residential – These are all types of residential uses and special needs housing.
Examples from the survey responses include: detached dwellings, townhouses,
low-rise condominiums, seniors’ residence, long-term care and hospice.



Commercial – These are uses that would typically be permitted on lands with a
commercial land use designation. Examples from the survey responses include:
private medical clinics or diagnostic laboratories, cafés, offices and shops.



Other – These are uses that did not fall under any of the above categories.
Examples from the survey responses include: hospital (i.e. second/satellite
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hospital or specialized hospital), treatment centre, or comments that did not
specify a specific use (i.e. “sell off”).
For all sites, there are clear themes among the responses provided, but for all sites a
variety of ideas were shared:
Brantwood Public School – 221 Allan St. – Questions 14 and 16
Most people who answered Question 14 wanted to see some type of community use
on this site such as a recreation/community centre, seniors centre or youth centre.
Park space, including a playground/climber and field space, was also popular.
Chisholm Public School – 165 Charnwood Dr. – Questions 17 and 19
Most people who answered Question 17 wanted to see some type of community use
on this site such as a recreation/community centre, library branch. Park space
(expanding the adjacent Charnwood Park) was also a common response.
Linbrook Public School – 1079 Linbrook Rd. – Questions 20 and 22
Most people who answered Question 20 wanted to see some type of community use
on this site such as a recreation/community centre or library branch. Many people
wanted to see the “school house” portion of the building maintained and the mature
trees at the north end of the site protected. Many suggested that the property be sold
to St. Mildred’s-Lightbourn School (existing private school on the opposite side of
Linbrook Rd.), and many suggested that it should not be sold to St. Mildred’s.
Oakville Arena/Trafalgar Park – 133 Rebecca St. – Questions 23 and 25
Most people who answered Question 23 wanted to see an arena on this site. Many
wanted the existing arena renovated or refurbished, others want to see an entirely new
arena or twin pad built. A lot of people noted that they like Trafalgar Park just as it is.
Oakville-Trafalgar Memorial Hospital – 327 Reynolds St. – Questions 26 and 28
Most people who answered Question 26 wanted to see some type of community use
on this site, most often a community centre and/or a pool. Almost as many wanted to
see a private medical use of some sort on this site (e.g. one, or a combination, of:
urgent care centre, walk-in clinic, diagnostics lab). Park and residential uses were also
common suggestions.
Participation & Notification
Most people who answered Question 29 about how they would like to participate in the
creation or evaluation of land use options for the study sites were interested in another
online survey (364 people were very or somewhat interested). This was followed by
written comments (269 people were very or somewhat interested) and a hands-on
workshop / design charrette (221 people were very or somewhat interested).
The majority of people who answered Question 30 about notification methods preferred
to be kept informed about the study via email. We now have well over 500 email
addresses on our contact list.
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Question 13 - How much importance should be given to each of the following
evaluation factors in determining the future uses of each of the five sites? (433
answered question)
Evaluation Factor:
Accessible (roads, transit, pedestrian routes)
Achieves recommendation(s) of approved Parks,
Conforms with Livable Oakville (official plan)
Cost effective
Has minimal impact on property taxes
Environmentally sustainable
Maintains neighbourhood character
Maintains heritage features
Meets public needs
Preserves natural features
Preserves open space
Reuses existing buildings

No
Low
Moderate
High
Don't Know
Importance Importance Importance Importance
2
28
97
293
3
9
31
147
185
42
14
36
149
185
38
10
32
167
212
4
12
47
132
225
8
10
33
129
245
7
5
19
74
322
10
28
74
109
205
7
1
4
55
356
10
8
35
102
268
9
6
19
89
299
10
45
94
113
152
9

Other Evaluation Ideas: (86 responses, see next page)
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Question 13 - Continued...
Other Evaluation Ideas: (86 responses, see below)
1

2

3

4
5

6
7

8
9
10
11
12
13
14
15
16
17
18
19
20
21
22
23
24
25
26
27
28

1. We don't need ANY high rise buildings of ANY kind. PLEASE do not go the way of MISSISSAUGA i.e. cover every available
space with homes, apartments and industry all packed together to raise more tax revenues. 2. Re adapt the existing Oakville
hospital as a Senior care facility/Emergency clinic. 3. We need to preserve open space and provide a park with play ground for
children. 4. Any homes to be built should reflect the character of existing homes. 5. The end result must not devalue the existing
homes.
Accessibility by walking paths, bike paths and transit is very important. But accessibility by car (and therefore requiring dedicated
parking space) is a NEGATIVE factor: the more space is dedicated cars, the less pedestrian-friendly and cyclist-friendly the site
becomes.
Accessibility by bicycle is as important as roads. Expected usage - a well planned facility in the SE, where there are currently no
facilities, would have high usage and would be more cost effective than in an area already serviced. Multi use - such as intergenerational. Existing parking facilities. Other note: SE already pays high property taxes, but has no facilities. Timing - a small
facility may meet some needs until a larger facility can be built.
Accessible public transit to the front entrance of the structure is extremely important.
Are the existing buildings fitted with systems that are cost effective? - e.g. heating/cooling. If not a feasible study should be done to
determine the cost effectiveness of redoing them. Population density and demographics of each area where the spaces are
located should be used to determine how these buildings are put to us.
Closing of these schools was a tragedy. Small schools with shared principals make more sense. Bloated School Admin staff should
be cut and at least two schools redeveloped to retain human scale
Could see the Oakville arena/Lions pool be the indoor and outdoor pool area and if big enough perhaps a community centre.
Library or Art Gallery in the old O.T. building in the west end of Toronto they turned an old school into an arts centre for children. It
could also be a science centre with programs on the weekend and special programs that could be used for children all over Halton
during the week. I'm thinking of the schools in Toronto that go to the Island for science programs. They kept the outdoor
playground equipment, so it was still usable for all.
Create timelines that are achievable - for example set target completion dates for whatever project and stick to the schedule.
current demographic needs
distance to a comparable facility(i.e. how far is an existing rec centre from a proposed one)
Do not presume that all 5 sites are required for community use. Some could be sold for development to finance options for those
that are truly required.
Does not introduce difficulties for existing residents, i.e., no undue impact of lighting, noise, traffic, within reason
Does not negatively impact surrounding neighborhood with traffic, parking or congestion
does not remove scarce and needed resources from the area - including green space and park space
Don't re-invent Trafalgar Park
fair distribution of facilities within Ward 3 - the east end of Ward 3 has nothing.
Feel that the core area of downtown is becoming a wasteland. Would love to see it used for the community!
For Linbrook, maintain the urban forest (wooded area on north side of property). Low density housing should be discouraged.
For the OTMH lands, could use the existing parking garage for a mid-sized to large community centre.
green spaces beside these sites
has community consensus
How close equivalent facilities are; should be neighborhood based
How does it improve a healthy community? Community identity and cohesiveness?
how to plan for the future with out know the actual age demographic of the area, other than what has gone on in the past.
I really want to see more soccer sites available to kids and the Oakville Soccer organization. When my kids where young and
using this facility there were never enough fields for soccer.
If school not required and its a neighbourhood, use land for moderate priced housing.
impact on neighbourhood, with regards to infrastructure demands to minimalize traffic and disruption to residents.
Impact on neighbours i.e. noise, exterior lighting and traffic.
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Question 13 - Continued...
Other Evaluation Ideas: (86 responses, see below)
29
30

Implementation should not result in drawing in large crowds which would bring in rowdies.
Is large enough (4.0 acres ) to accommodate a 52,400 square foot Multi-purpose Community Recreation and Library facility

31

It is hard to lump all five properties together to answer these questions. For example, reusing existing buildings is important for
Linbrook but not the other facilities. Also, I don't have a clue what is meant by 'achieves recommendations. Plan'

32

It is more important to our family that the buildings are environmentally sustainable. Many of the existing buildings may be heritage
sites, however their energy efficiency is out of date. Provide a new, efficient building that incorporates some of the heritage/charm
of the existing facility; but PLEASE build for the future.
It is rare that a city of this size gets the ability to reshape the look and feel on such a massive scale. Making Oakville the best place
in the world to live is all of our goals. We are weak on out door family activities all year round. An out door (artificial) skating path in
downtown Oakville for the winter season will drive the community character to new heights.
It would be very nice if the old OTHS was used at the entrance to a SE Oakville Community Centre... could we try to get rid of the
long term care centre that is in the way, the one on the old football field... its in the way, in my opinion?
it's long term usefulness to local residents and those in adjoining areas. Overflow happens too. We saw that with Family Skate Day
and the number of people who came from Joshua Creek because it was too crowded.
Keeps non-resident traffic down to a minimum
Less driving dependency.
Location. Which buildings are in an appropriate spot to reach the most people? Parking?
long-term benefits (maintenance & usefulness) to the community
maintains access to medical facilities
Maintains Oakville as a competitive destination for facilities compared to neighbouring cities/towns.
Marketability for redevelopment where appropriate to surroundings (i.e. smaller, more remote locations)
Meets needs of children
Most important is the historic character and public usability of the spaces. Pedestrian zones preferable to parking lots. Maximize
the character of downtown Oakville, use cutting edge / creative architects to redesign old spaces. Linbrook is a beautiful space and
Brantwood could be again too with a little TLC. No condo blocks!
needs and wants of the community it is serving
Needs to be available to all age levels.
No existing facility for east Oakville. Need pool and library
Noise levels, traffic levels
None of the buildings are particularly attractive. All could be improved upon. Using the land in the most effective way, rather than
preserving the buildings is most important to me.
Not informed as to what the Parks, Rec and Lib Master Plan is so cannot properly answer if we should achieve its
recommendations. South Central Oakville needs a central community center that is within walking distance of most residences in
the area.
Oakville has always been fortunate to have a downtown core to relate to. Times change and we must move forward. However,
when something moves out we must try and replace it with something to keep the core viable. Schools have left, hospitals are
leaving, pools are in doubt, green space is possibly shrinking, ball diamonds are under used, the area may be gone, municipal
offices left. These and many more elements have contributed to livable Oakville in in its core area. Soon we will not have a core.
I'm a senior. Went to school here. Seen all these schools close some of which I went to plus others which are I went to and are now
closed too. Maybe they were old, too small. But no schools - no families and no children. This is an old area and many of the
present needs are for seniors. But let's have vision and think of the future for this area. Not for above the QEW where it is easy to
plan send our people there. THIS AREA IS HAS BEEN A LARGE TAX CONTIBUTOR AND HAS BEEN OVER LOOKED FOR THE
FUTURE.
OTMH lands should not be used for any residential redevelopment. Given the amount of public services being given up by the
residents in close proximity to all of these sites, it is important that most if not all the sites are re-purposed as public space and/or
services.

33

34
35
36
37
38
39
40
41
42
43
44

45
46
47
48
49
50

51

52
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Question 13 - Continued...
Other Evaluation Ideas: (86 responses, see below)
53
54
55
56
57
58
59
60
61
62

63
64
65
66

67
68
69
70
71

72

73
74

75
76

Overall synchronization with other aspects of the cultural, parks, recreation and library facilities and plan. The last thing we need is
a piecemeal approach (which seems to be a concern of the Town as well given the effort put in so far).
Parking is already an issue and should be taken into account
parking, traffic!
People who are used to driving their own car never think about those who need the convenience of access by public transportation.
Please do this for us all non drivers even if the survey shows it is not important.
preservation of existing woodlots
Priority use must first serve the need of the wards in which these sites exist.
Promises made to constituents by elected representatives to maintain a rink/s and a pool on the Oakville Arena - Lions Pool Trafalgar Park site
Provide SE Oakville community with equivalent local amenities and facilities that the rest of Oakville enjoys
Providing facilities in areas where there are few right now within walking distance--Chisholm area needs something other than just
providing an old building for teenagers to smoke and break glass in!!!
Really? How is anyone going to determine Importance that it conforms with Livable Oakville? Do you think the average citizen
knows the official plan? And - What are the recommendations of approved PRLF Master Plan? How would someone know the
importance of it if they don't know the recommendations?
Reuse existing (or part thereof) is they are of heritage status i.e. part of Linbrook school.
Reuse existing buildings only if it is safe to do so.
Reuse existing buildings, only if it is fiscally and environmentally responsible.
Reuse old buildings if they work and it saves $. Keep access to lake/river for public and not just restaurants/condos (i.e. central
pool and library location). The library where it is helps to support the town too...can visit shops and library walking. AWESOME.
Also, public toilets are great there too.
Reuses existing buildings if practical
Review existing capacity at the current facilities before adding additional operating cost onto tax base
services should be made available in SE Oakville - we always have to drive "across town" or "up north" for 25 minutes+ to receive
services, as no space is available in our neighbourhood
should conform in architecture to the neighbourhood it reflects
Since my priority is living in a walkable and bikable community above all else I am always in favour of more intense mixed
development so that there are more people to support a walkable community, so I am not against development in part of these
spaces along with parkland.
South Central Oakville has evolved a small c conservative culture .There is great interest in gardening, trees , a feeling of mature
parkland adjacent the Lake . This needs to be supported and enhanced if possible . Each site s/b assessed according to these
criteria .As a 30 year resident I was disappointed that the planners (town or hired on ) were regurgitating standard planning stuff
reflected in your questions , and seemed to have no feel for the area. The map of green space was inaccurate and clearly hadn`t
been prepared with any care or walking the actual area to confirm features. Surely we can do better !
Takes into account accessibility for persons with various disabilities.
The five sites, four are located more towards the centre of town with only one in the eastern part of Oakville. There is a serious
lack of all-ages facilities in East Oakville such as pool, library, meeting spaces etc. Churches should not be picking up where the
municipality is lacking in providing some of these facilities. East Oakville pays a disproportionately high share of municipal taxes
and receives a disproportionately low share of municipal services and facilities. The taxes that are paid from East Oakville should
be returned to the area for
The impact on the surrounding neighbourhood re traffic and late night usage
The population of this area is more mature adults and families. Build facilities that would accommodate both seniors and families.
Also have some urgent care available for this area since we are loosing our hospital to the northern part of Oakville.
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Question 13 - Continued...
Other Evaluation Ideas: (86 responses, see below)
77

78

79
80

81
82

83
84
85
86

The recommendations of the Parks/Rec Master Plan are important only if their numbers correctly reflect the area. At one meeting a
comment was made that if Centennial Pool closes, the rest of the pools had the surplus to accommodate the programs from
Centennial. How can this be when groups such as the Oakville Aquatic Club cannot get enough pool time. Did the Town Rep mean
to accommodate at 3am???! Confidence in the Parks/Rec Master Plan? Not me.
The Town of Oakville, needs to keep at least 1/3 of the original OTMH lands designated for HEALTHCARE. This is an on-going
concerns, since the original HEALTHCARE community has been majorly disrupted as a result of the OTMH new location. Other
affiliated buildings have also been re-zoned & in the midst of being sold. This has/will create a deficit of healthcare in this SE
Oakville. We need to establish a HEALTHCARE FOCUS Group for SE OAKVILLE, working with LINH and the various Rate payers
associations in this area.
There is a growing need for long-term care facilities in Oakville and the Oakville Hospital site would be ideal for this need. The
building itself has all the requirements for this type of use. t
These spaces have been supported by our taxes across the years. I have no interest in having the Town of Oakville benefit from
further land taxes by putting MONSTER houses in these areas so that they can further collect land taxes to support facilities which
we NEED but won't get as they will be located WAY out of our zone.
traffic congestion, adequate parking, green spaces and parks
unfortunately each person's interpretation of these questions will be different thus no real conclusions can be made - also what
specifically will this information do to help the decision re whether the property is used for parkland, residential housing or held for
future school use
Urgent care facilities in South East Oakville when the hospital is relocated is of utmost importance.
walkable and accessible for those with physical challenges
While I don't live next to one of these facilities, we should strongly consider the neighbors that do and ensure we don't worsen their
living experience in any way. We owe that to them.
Will be used by the local population
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7
8
9

Educational or recreational use - if it isn't going to be a school - it should be a park
I would like to see some type of open space/community use of this site.
I would like to see the existing play area to the east of the school maintained as a mini
park . The building could be used as a branch library, community meeting rooms etc.









10

Limited residential development of single family homes - restricted to the Allan Street side.
Preservation of park space on the Douglas Street side.
Move lawn bowling club to this site Children's playground maintain low profile use
open park land area, splash pad, library,
Open space and parks. As the he building is a heritage property, I think it should be used
as one of the community uses outlined in the plan, ex daycare center or museum.













Outdoor playground. Splashpad. Library. Gym / rec centre.
park arena pool
park or community recreation centre
park...library...small community centre…
park/open space
playground, dogpark community centre pool
Recreation centre or Green space
recreation centre, outdoor playground
Recreation facilities and or park area
Renovate the existing school as a community centre plus park & playground .
Senior centre or park
Seniors Facility- youth activity space - open field space- for pick up soccer/baseball/touch
football.
soccer pitch where the grass is cut and the lines are drawn on. Washroom facilitiy.
Some kind of seniors recreational facilty with out door park space for all
THE LANDS SHOULD REMAIN IN THE PUBLIC DOMAIN WITH THEIR USE FOR THE
COMMUNITY AT LARGE
Use the existing building for community meeting rooms.Use the open space for
playground purposes.
With its juxtaposition to the Oakville Curling Club an athletic use for the site would make
sense. Approach the OCC executive for their input and ideas.
affordable clean/modern senior housing or seniors centre











































2
3

4
5
6

11
12
13

14
15
16
17
18
19
20
21
22
23
24
25
26
27
28
29
30
31
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Don't Know (12)

Residential (54)



1

Other (7)

Parks/Open Space (104)

Another school, or convert the building to loft apartments with parkland accessible to the
public
Green space; Senior facilities or residence; Soccer pitch
I would like to see a new playground, and basket ball court, and the small playing field
restored to good condition. And it would be nice to see the school building used for either
community programs, as a hospice or some similar "quiet" use.
splash pad, housing consistent with neighbourhood, pool if there is room
Park, small community centre or a medical treat and transfer centre
a community facility to attract people to the downtown area: open air skating in the winter,
band-shell for concerts, park to sit and enjoy a coffee & visit with friends, rose garden

Question 14 - I would like to see the following on the
Brantwood Public School site: (242 responses, see below)

Commercial (13)

Community Uses (115)

Land Use Category
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32
33
34
35
36
37
38
39
40
41
42
43
44
45
46
47
48
49
50
51
52
53
54
55
56
57
58
59
60
61
62
63
64
65
66
67

Day care, low density housing, libraries, art facilities, sports
Long-term care residences or Senior recreation centre
Seniors affordable residence, community arts/rec centre, possible expansion of Oakville
Curling club and/or Lawn Bowling (relocated from Navy St?)
seniors home and centre
Artist and nonindependent business centre. Like the CSI model in Toronto. Supporting
socially and environmentally responsible non-profits and businesses.
Cultural incubator space. Low to free rents for cultural use, encouraging small business.
Social innovation cluster.
Meeting places, facilities for artists, office space for community-oriented businesses (Big
Sisters, Scouts/Girl Guides), games areas for kids/teens, drop-in day care.
museum/ library/ office/ medical
A Community Center
A rec centre for 8-15 year olds and seniors, a library, a track, and an arena.
A restored school with a shared Principal
a six lane 25 or 50 metre lap pool
A youth/senior centre for activities such as lectures, educational games, social events etc.














an extension of the curling rink. maybe indoor tennis as well squash there.
Another public school
any of the proposed uses would be good - if there is heavy use of the open space I would
think it should be preserved
Any type of community use
Area Library, Senior Space
art centre seniors centre
Arts & Culture Community Centre
arts and community center
Bigger curling facility
Community Building space for families and kids. Arts programs, scouting and guiding
facilites
Community builiding
community center
community centre
Community Centre
community centre
community centre
Community Centre for handi-cap or disabled as Oakville does not have any facilities to
accomidate alot of sports for them
Community centre, library, special needs school
community facility - library if you are relocating the existing library
Community hub to designed to meet the heeds of the local inhabitants.
Community meeting; after school / work education space
Community park, splash pad, etc.
Community playground with water park - there is no water park in the southern part of
town
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Don't Know (12)

Other (7)

Commercial (13)

Residential (54)

Parks/Open Space (104)

Question 14 - I would like to see the following on the
Brantwood Public School site: (242 responses, see below)

Community Uses (115)

Land Use Category
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68

Community use centre, exercise and meeting space, cafe. Although I don't have youth at
home anymore, I think the young people should have space to gather and hang out so I'd
include that kind of usage as well.
69 Community use not high density housing
70 community use or a church
71 CULTURAL CENTRE
72 Daycare
73 educational centre - adult classes, specialized programs, language studies, fitness
classes
74 Fitness Center/Gymnasium/Walking Track
75 Fitness centre for children and adults
76 Fitness classes Community centre
77 how about a senior's resource centre
78 If Oakville galleries needs a home choose consider Brantwood. It is downtown: better
transit which is a concern for attracting people to the Galleries; Preserve parkland for
neighbourhoold or sell it to a private school with the park area for public use
79 If possible to hold onto to redirect onslaught of new residents as there isn't any public
school in the downtown core, and yet there are more busing out of the area, adding to
the tax and road traffic as well as air pollution
80 library
81 Library
82 Library branch location
83 Library or Indoor Pool and/or Senior Center.
84 library, recreation facilities and dedicated spaces for youth, seniors and community
groups to use for free.
85 Multipurpose recreational facility. Preserve existing structure.
86 museum
87 Museum, leave the building
88 Office or meeting rooms for community groups, a day care or possible rented or sold to a
private school.
89 Perhaps the Curling Club would be interested in acquiring the site for an associated or
expanded use.
90 possible use of existing building for meeting rooms, fitness centre
91 Potentially community meeting facilities that retain building structure.
92 Private school
93 Re all sites - I would prefer to see facilities on 2-3 sites rather than one mega facility on
one site only. This would better preserve the character of the neighbourhood and reduce
traffic congestion.
94 Rec Centre with pool and modern track
95 Recreation facility
96 recreation/arts/community centre
97 Recreational facilities
98 recreational facilities
99 Recreational facility Senior focused facility
100 Senior centre
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135
136
137
138

Can we keep the space as a public space? Perhaps have part of it as a part anyway.
Forrested park
Geenspace and park
green space outdoor skating rink,soccer fields

107
108
109
110
111
112
113
114
115
116
117
118
119
120
121
122
123
124
125
126
127
128
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Don't Know (12)



Other (7)

Commercial (13)

129
130
131
132
133
134

senior community centre
senior facilities
senior rec center
Seniors' Centre
Seniors Centre Facilities
Seniors Centre or Neighbourhood Library plus some youth programming using the
existing gymnasium
seniors’ centres
skating rink?
Small community based programs for children, youth or seniors.
small senior center
sports and recreational centre for youth
Sports facilities, auditorium
use for commumity activites
Youth Activity and Older Adult Centres
Youth/Older adult centre
A mix of medium density housing with shops around a square or park, maybe a
community garden
Emergency Medical Clinic, East residential development, retained public park space
A park, or detached houses (low density), with large lots in accordance with the
neighborhood.
Attractive, reasonably priced seniors' townhomes/california bungalows or Park with
splash pad
detached homes like the neighbourhood AND at 1 acre park
Develop for residential properties keeping playground space
Housing in keeping with the surrounding homes and park/playground area
in priority - green space then residential
Low density residential housing or park area
park land to complement the hospital lands; possibly residential in keeping with the
current vicinity density if the hospital lands are kept as public space
Parkland or combination parkland & single family dwellings
parkland, detached residential
Retain and preserve the green space at all costs. The building could be sold off for single
detached homes. NOT MORE TOWN HOMES OR CONDOS!
Site sold for low density housing with some parkland.
Some development, a small park with children's play area
Town homes &/or bungalow loft homes, with open space for a park
A large park/plaground and splash pad. With sun sails to protect from the sun.
A park for the children in the area to play. And a large artificial outdoor skating rink.
Attractive park with seating and gardens. Leash free area for dogs. Children's play area.

Residential (54)

101
102
103
104
105
106

Parks/Open Space (104)

Question 14 - I would like to see the following on the
Brantwood Public School site: (242 responses, see below)
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139 Green space and parks
140 If Downtown is not an option for the outdoor artificial skating path, Brantwood could be an
option.
141 No housing development! Public park an asset.
142 Open air park, soccer field
143 Open park, Activities centre for youths
144 open park and play area
145 open park space
146 Open space
147 open space - ball diamond, soccer field
148 Open space - public park with children's play centre
149 open space and parks
150 Outdoor fitness and green space. All new developments above the QEW have all this
stuff - we pay the most taxes and have no unique equipment and facilities.
151 Outdoor skating rink, park land
152 park
153 park
154 Park
155 PARK AREA
156 Park area to complement recreational development on hospital lands.
157 Park area with climbing structure, basketball nets, splash pad.
158 Park facilities, green space
159 Park green space with the childrens playground maintained; possible more local outdoor
tennis courts to compliment Wallace Park
160 Park land
161 park land public use
162 Park space
163 Park space or outdoor theater
164 park with a splash pad
165 Park with creative for kids
166 Park with splash pad, dog leash free
167 Park, soccer field, baseball diamond, water splash pad
168 Park, sports fields - similar to post park
169 Park/ community space
170 Park/ Playground
171 Park/recreational facility/open space
172 Park; single family homes
173 Parkland
174 Parkland, Climbing apparatus Sports field
175 Parkland, splash pad, playground. Like the existing playground. Would like to see that
expanding with other features for families with kids. Current downtown parks are tucked
away and don't feel as safe as this location (i.e. Playground off of Cornwall near rail tracks
or the park off of Maple Avenue).
176 Parkland/gardens. And bring back the childrens' playground.
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177 play structures for children in one corner outdoor rink in winter basketball court place to
run and chase a ball without getting hit by basball
178 Playground, meeting rooms, childrens' programmes, seniors' programmes. Outdoor
seating area with shade.
179 playground/park
180 Preservation of green space, existing trees and playground facility.
181 Public access and green space
182 public space park
183 recreation area with park, square to meet, maybe little activities center
184 Retention of green space as it is already limited in the area. Preservation of the building
perhaps as a private school/seniors centre.
185 spaces for sports
186 sports fields
187 There should be open spaces and perhaps a passive park like the new one on Kerr
street.
188 Torn down and used as open space park
189 Use land for recreational purposes. A soccer field that transforms into an outdoor
recreational ice rink in the winter.
190 Possible HEALTHCARE facility or EXTENDED / LONG TERM healthcare.
191 Affordable housing for that would appeal to older adults
192 Condos on one floor for seniors
193 condos, lofts in modified existing building, no extra height
194 dense housing - it is not the most central location
195 Houses
196 Houses. Too small and close to OT lands to be effectively used
197 Housing
198 housing - same density as surrounding
199 housing in keeping with the neighborhood
200 housing that is appropriate with the current housing in the area
201 Housing to help pay for a recreation facility on the Hospital lands.
202 If a Recreation is built at the old hospital site then I recommend homes be built here.
203 If residential re-development is permitted on this site, allow single family homes only with
lot sizes in keeping with the median average lot size of homes within close proximity to
the Brantwood site.
204 low housing respect for heritage and surrounding homes
205 Low income housing.
206 Low-rise affordable housing
207 New homes
208 private homes
209 Remove the building and intergrate into the overall development plan.
210 Residential
211 residential
212 Sell for housing
213 sell the land and redevelop for condos etc and then use proceeds to improved public
services etc.
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214 Senior housing - either attractive California bungalows, or attractive care facilities - for
seniors who are independent and want to stay in this area but need smaller homes from
what they have..at this time, we offer nothing to the generation that built this town!
215 Senior's Residence
216 Single family detached housing in keeping with neighbourhood
217 Sold off for housing, there are many parks in the area.
218 There are many young teens that suffer from eating disorders (anorexia etc.) in this
community and beyond. This mental illness kills! I see a residence that is comparable to
the ones in the states. At the moment our gov't pays $1000.00 a day to send some young
people there for treatment. In London On. they are in the process of getting the first
residence for eating disorders in Canada. It falls under the Eating Disorder Foundation of
Canada. The dream is to haves residences across the country. This is a big dream that
could save some lives!
219 A medical facility with ER walk in clinic pharmacy or similar services
220 Medical
221 Medical / treatment centre
222 Medical Centre
223 Medical facility to fill in for the removal of the existing hospital
224 Urgent care centre to replace the hospital
225 free public parking lot for community & recreation facility on old hospital site
226 I would like this property to be used to fulfill the Master Plan, whether it fulfills criteria for
community space or is sold to provide funding for other sites that fulfill criteria of master
plan.
227 no public money alotted for any religious activities
228 Sell property
229 Supports for long-term care facility up the road.
230 This property could be moth-balled if the old hospital grounds are being used since it is
multi-leveled and no elevator but it Depends on use of old Hospital grounds
231 can't answer, needs to be in toto
232 I don't feel qualified to decide what should go where, I believe we need input from town
planners to tell us what is feasible for each site
233 I find that the site is too small for a mid-sized community centre, playground and spash
pad. Nice area though and centrally located.
234 n/a
235 no opinion
236 no preference
237 Not my neighbourhood - can't really comment
238 not sure
239 not sure.
240 SE
241 submitted in a separate email
242 [blank]
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Question 16 - Other things to consider about the Brantwood Public School site: (68
responses, see below)
1
2
3
4
5
6
7
8
9
10
11
12
13
14
15
16
17
18
19
20
21
22
23
24
25
26
27
28
29
30
31
32
33
34
35
36
37
38
39
40
41
42
43
44
45
46
47
48

An area with trees and gardens and benches for the neighbourhood to enjoy.
apartment building?
Arts studio
Brantwood is the most attractive school in Oakville. The building should be preserved as it is a part of the heritage of Oakville.
Community Activity centre
community centre
depends on what is done with hospital land
Do not allow developers to put in monster homes on postage stamp size lots
Environmental Sustainability.
Green space
Heritage Designation
housing affordable apts for seniors not low rental
I do not want to see this site developed as housing.
I think what the neighborhood wants is most important and what Oakville needs
I'd like to see water features, native plants, walkways, trees, areas to escape from the sun. Maybe an outdoor skating rink.
If it can't be left as green space/gardens, then sell it for low-density single-family homes.
If the former hospital site is opened for public use the Brantwood site is not necessary and should be sold for development.
In the mean time to be use as cultural class, and or Art school, recreation for Seniors in the area instead of having to go across the
bridge.
It could be used to hold a walk-in clinic, community courses (arts, finance... teaching people about budgeting, fitness, etc.) but
elevators would have to be installed and parking increased
it is in a wonderful residential area and whatever is done should please the taxpayers around it; traffic to it for safety
It is not easily accessible to traffic and the property is not large enough to accommodate a worthwhile sized community centre
keep the existing character of the building and lands and reuse/repurpose the existing building as much as possible
keep with neighbourhood style. No housing, condos, high-rise structures.
keeping it or part of it as a park for the community
Keeping the traffic to a minimum as the area is already busy from a traffic standpoint.
LIBRARY USE
Local homes
Looking as re-using this for LONG TERM HEALTHCARE or a small ambulatory health care facility.
Lots of communication and time given to area residents to respond to final recommended use of the site.
Maintain some green space, and any development i.e. division of lots so they are in keeping with the neighborhood
MEETING ROOMS
Narrow road. Hard to accommodate high volume of traffic.
Old buildings are costly to upkeep. Housing needed.
One side of the property (Douglas) is residential, one is not (Allan) and the use should reflect this
Outdoor soccer / lacrosse grass fields
Par 3 golf course or residential senior's home with available medical services
Park land etc. Building could be transformed into a senior centre etc.
Parking and transportation in the neighbourhood. Need to keep parkland accessible to the public
Parking availability, traffic, public transit available
Parkland required if sufficient not provided elsewhere in immediate area
Population and residence consideration. Plan for what the area will look like in 20 yrs. (i.e. extension of downtown / tourist /
destination area?)
Preserve the old building.
PRESERVE TREES
proximity to the old hospital site - possible medical use
Relatively small area.
remove the building, it is designated heritage but is ugly and does not fit with the neighbourhood
Repurpose building and explore possibilities of connecting green space to Wallace Park area.
Residential neighborhood - nothing noisy. No condos. maybe a community centre
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Question 16 - Other things to consider about the Brantwood Public School site: (68
responses, see below)
49
50
51
52
53
54
55
56
57
58

59
60

61
62
63
64
65
66
67
68

ROCK offices [Reach Out Centre for Kids]
Rooms used for the Literacy Council of Oakville for tutoring; be able to book rooms for meetings in the building for group meetings
of volunteer groups, cheaply.
sale of property
Sell the existing building to be converted into a seniors facility - co-op housing is one option - while keeping the open/park space on
Douglas Street. Community garden space is another option.
Seniors affordable Residence.
seniors centre (too small a site to do a big recreational centre
Set-backs from the street, parking, keep the facade (historic) - walk up facility - good for offices, meeting rooms. Could include
outdoor field - baseball, soccer?
Some community use also.
The building is part of the neighbourhood's history, while it isn't abundantly clear what the building should be used for I think it is
important to use the building for something.
The playground area of Brantwood School has always been enjoyed in the neighbourhood as a family park. The property should
continue to provide a place for children to play. Playground equipment should be installed again in its original location, which
leaves a good size grassy area for playing catch, kicking a soccer ball, a pick-up baseball game, tag, etc. Along the fence line,
benches were well-used by parents and grandparents as the smaller children played. Benches should again be placed here. This
piece of land is an important and well-used neighbourhood landmark, and has been since the school was built.
The probability that it will have to be returned to a school when the demographic of the town swings back again, as it will, in the
next ten years.
The school gym is an eyesore and should be demolished. The green space has been used by all the local families and children for
many years. Wallace park is a baseball field with NO facilities for children to play. Brantwood school should be retained if possible
but if the town decides to sell off for development PLEASE NO MORE TOWN HOMES (e.g. Sheddon development) or CONDO
blocks ... the area is single detached homes .. please keep it that way.
There are more young people moving in the area. It may be needed as a school.
There are no bungalows in Oakville for the aging population. We need more smaller homes for seniors
There is a shortage of all of the above in the neighbourhood. [response to first question]
This site could be sold to help pay for enhancements of the hospital lands and other sites.
Too small for a rink or a pool
Using it for a place that people can WALK to is key - it keeps the traffic low in a residential area.
Why do we need to keep this site?
width of the roads
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2
3
4
5
6

7
8
9
10
11

12
13
14
15
16
17
18
19
20
21
22
23
24
25

26
27
28
29

All the proposed options for this site. There should be a list of all possible options as we
don't want any surprises. A big rec. centre similar to the YMCA would be great.
Day care, low density housing, libraries, art facilities, sports
library, senior centre, park land
a library/community centre - possibly a pool - some place within the neighbourhood where
kids can go and have fun - park and splash pad?
a park or community centre
Apart from the arena, this part of Town, SE Oakville, does not have any community facility
that one can walk to for exercise, small community meetings, for parent and tots, for
physical activity for all ages, and social get togethers. Because of the wooded areas
surrounding the property, it is well suited to preserving for community space.
arena, park
community centre- pool, library, youth centre, tennis courts!!!
Community Centre/Pool/Basketball
Community library and activity space for kids
Fields for play, playground (existing one is great!) washrooms, and maybe a library, gym
and meeting area. Tennis Courts? The building is already there--I'd like to see it being
used. Small scale community/neighbourhood use though--there isn't much space for
parking!
Gymnasium, workout room, child-minding, outdoor splash pad, indoor pool, indoor track,
soccer field, community room
It might serve well as a satellite library. The gymnasium should be kept for sports
enthusiasts. The grounds could be more park like with greenery.
keep as part park and part community centre?
Keep the green space. Satellite library. Seniors facilities.
Large park - library
park arena pool community centre
Park and outdoor water play features plus small community centre
park or community recreation centre
Perhaps used as a track or a pool. The east side of SE Oakville may get ignored.
preservation of open space, proper property maintenance. Library -- we desperately
need one in East Oakville Community Centre Gardens, park space.
recreational and garden plot facilities
Recreation centre, children's play area indoor/outdoor
seniors centre, fitness, outdoor playground, library facilities
Small or medium community centre with meeting rooms, preschool, daycare, gym for day
and evening use for parents with preschoolers, adults and seniors, community kitchen
with learning centre and eating area, community garden and orchard, small lending
library.
Splash Pad; Library outpost; Satellite gym facilities, i.e. some children's fitness classes,
adult evening classes, etc.
sports facility, tennis courts
Outdoor playground. Splash pad. Library. Gym / rec centre.
park...library...small community centre....
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30

31
32
33
34

35

36
37
38
39
40
41
42

43
44
45
46
47
48
49
50
51
52
53

homes consistent with the neighbourhood; preservation of the playground and woodlot; If
you do not build a multi generational community centre with a pool: then turn this into a
small local community centre so long as you build a pool on one of the other sites. Don't
see this as cost effective but only other option if you do not build a full size community
centre You could sell the school to a private school If you choose to Hospital lands for a
community centre: open up Chisholm to have a small centre while we wait or immediately
sell and start building to stop the vandalism
Library, community center, special needs school, seniors building
retirement home/seniors centre
Clinic/Pre-hospital care Arts centre meeting hall
community spaces for meetings, groups for sr/teens/parent + child, fitness, pool - lane for
training of OTHS students, respect neighbours, two tier parking to limit amount of space
needed
Depending on how easily this area is accessible by public transport it can be converted
into meeting area for underprivileged teens and young adults with opportunities for
training and facilities to grow and give back to the community
A community centre for this SE area which would serve the needs of seniors, younger
adults and kids.
A community centre including a library
A community centre with a recreation facility dedicated to 8-15 year olds (including work
out equipment, and possibly a skateboard park), an arena and a pool.
a facility like QEP; a lane pool, fitness classes, gym, rooms to rent for classes (Pilates,
yoga, seniors activities, etc.)
A large Seniors Centre developed on this site that might also accommodate space for the
Oakville Horticultural Society.
A Library
A LIBRARY BRANCH. NOTWITHSTANDING CLEARVIEW, THE SOUTHEAST
COMMUNITY DOES NOT HAVE SUCH A FACILITY. AS FOR THE REMAINING
PROPERTY, INSTALL A PARK.
A local recreation facility.
A neighbourhood library including access to computers and other multi-media.
A renovated and restored school
A small community center using the existing building, to be used until a large recreation
community center can be built - which could be 10 years.
Again - a local fitness/community centre would be wonderful to create community in the
area. Can't think of anything else at this time.
Also be designated ad a community hub suited to meet local needs.
An all inclusive community center
Any type of community use
Art facilities, gallery
Arts and culture.
As Chisholm is furthest east, closest to the majority of families with younger children, and
closest to higher density neighbourhoods this location would be best for WALK TO kids
programs and small library, in my opinion. Existing building presumably can be used as it
has rooms and gym.
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54
55
56
57
58
59
60
61
62
63
64
65
66
67
68
69
70
71
72
73
74
75
76
77
78
79
80
81

82

83
84

85

As there is a lack of community services in SE Oakville, this property should be
multipurpose (library, fitness/weights and community classrooms/meeting rooms).
BADMINTON FOR LOCAL RESIDENTS INCLUDING SENIORS
Branch library, arts programs, community rooms.
card facility, library
children area, arts center
Chisholm should be made into a South East Community center
Community Centre
Community Centre
community centre
Community centre
Community centre
Community centre - games rooms, sports, meeting rooms.
community centre & library
Community Centre complete with exercise facilities, public meeting spaces for community
programs
Community centre for multi and many uses
Community Centre for this area would be nice
community centre if cost effective/meets Oakville plan
Community centre or rinks
Community Centre space
Community centre w/pool and/or skating rink(s); library/meeting space(s)
community centre, athletics centre
community centre/pool library
community facilities such as libraries, seniors’ centres, emergency services buildings
and facilities, and recreational facilities
community uses libraries, etc.
drop in centre for seniors and casual exercise rooms
fitness facility
From S.E it will be a long drive to the hospital site. A part of this site should be set aside
for the use of seniors and children in the area
I think the main community centre would likely fit better on the old hospital lands, but that
location is no where close to this part of the neighbourhood. In light of that I would like to
see a neighbourhood branch library, a community centre for seniors (like the one at
Lakeshore and 3rd Line) and some space for younger people too.
I would like to see this area converted to a senior center that accommodates different
senior activities. If possible it would be nice to have a mini community center to
accommodate seniors and families.
Indoor swimming pool with warm water for seniors.
It seems to me that we could use these smaller school site as places where seniors could
gather, get extra help, perhaps offer day respite care. Obviously there would have to be
refitting, but seniors are the growing segment of the population and we need to increase
services within existing communities for them. This comment would apply to all small
school sites.
Keep building for future school opportunities, either private school or back to
public/catholic board
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86
87
88
89
90
91
92
93
94

95
96
97
98
99
100
101
102
103
104
105
106
107
108
109
110
111
112
113
114
115
116
117
118
119
120
121
122

Library + pool
Library
library
Library and pool
library, community centre
Library, fitness, rooms for seniors and youth, sprung floor for comfort
library, recreation facilities and dedicated spaces for youth, seniors and community
groups to use for free.
library, swimming pool
Market this site as a great spot for a private school - environmentally this is a good option
as the school building is the most up to date of all the original school buildings and little if
any renovation needs to be undertaken. The Town could sell or rent in this option.









maybe a multi-use arena, pool, recreational facility and branch library
Neighbourhood library
Pool. Weigh Training facilities. Branch library.
Rec center
Rec centre
rec centre making use of the existing facility -- good gym, A/C, classrooms, library space.
small branch library, meeting rooms, fitness centre
Recreation center
recreation center, pool, splash pad, library, fitness centre
Recreation Centre
Recreation centre and a place where people from S.E. Oakville can. Wet and possibly
have different activities also for seniors in this facility
Recreation Centre for all ages
Recreation Centre, Arena
Recreation Facilities
Recreation facility
Recreation facility with public swimming pool
Recreation for all ages - youth to senior - large enough to for the number of residents that
could use it daily.
Recreational facilities
recreational facilities
RECREATIONAL FACILITY
Recreational facility or Library
rent it out for now; you are going to need to rent or sell it back to the HDSB when the
population goes back up and they need it for a school
senior center or youth center
senior centre
Senior's facility, and flexible space.
Since this school is wheel chair accessible it could be used for senior courses, etc.
Small (interim) community centre until larger comm. centre is built on Hospital Lands.
Gymnasium and library and community meeting rooms.
Small community centre
Sports gym
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Commercial (1)

Residential (41)

123 This is an ideal location for a small community pool. It has a sprawling (but low profile) site
and it is within easy walking/biking for area residents.
124 This would be an ideal site for a library, pool and fitness centre. This area has NOTHING
to walk to or gather at for our community.
125 Very passionate about a community centre with library and/or sports facility.
126 would like to see the school used as a community centre for the east end of Ward 3 downtown has the pool, George's Square, the theatre, Lakeside Park while the east end
has nothing but Maple Grove Arena. Would like to see a fair distribution.
127 YMCA full fledged day care and before and after care site for the South and South East
community
128 Youth / Senior activity or fitness centre
129 youth centre
130 Youth Centre
131 Youth centre - Branch library
132 youth or pool
133 a mix of parkland and residential
134 A small park and housing.
135 Housing singe family dwelling, park
136 in priority green space then residential
137 Keep existing park land at Chisholm (playground/woods); more residential on remaining
land
138 No real preference - extend parkland or residential development.
139 Not central, so, housing with some green space
140 parkland and housing in keeping with the surrounding area (single family homes)
141 residential homes and houses; green space and parkette; removal of the existing school
structure - ugly
142 Retained park space, residential uses
143 townhomes &/or bungalow loft homes with a park
144 Baseball diamond and play park
145 Expanded park land
146 Extend park - skate park, splash pad etc..
147 extended parkland with off leash dog park and jogging trails
148 field for sports events
149 Forested park
150 full playground & perhaps a splash pad
151 Green space, park facilities
152 Green space, public park
153 Green space, soccer,
154 Lots of soccer pitches.
155 Maintain and expand adjacent wooded area.
156 more park land
157 open space
158 Open space - children's play center
159 open space and parks
160 Open space and parks. This area lacks an updated park, especially in comparison to the
new developments in North Oakville.
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161
162
163
164
165
166
167
168
169
170
171
172
173
174
175
176
177
178
179
180
181
182
183
184
185
186
187

188
189
190
191
192
193
194
195
196
197
198
199
200
201
202
203

Park
Park
park
park
Park
Park
Park and recreational lands.
Park land
Park space
park, playground
Park, Tennis courts
park, and playing fields
park/open space
parkland
Parkland
Parkland
parkland
parkland
Pls keep green/surrounding property open to the public.
Preservation of playing field.
public park with kids playground and fitness trails
remove the school and make it open space; Add additional trees to complement the
existing woodlot
Soccer fields, splash park, public outdoor pool
Some development, splash pad for kids/park, soccer field
Splash pads, tennis courts, soccer fields
Torn down and used as open space park
Affordable housing for older adults. I presently live in the area in a fairly large house. I
would like to move but stay in the area in a smaller home on a smaller property. It is
difficult to find this in the area. The mix of housing is not optimal for all stages of life.
again dense housing as SE Oakville needs some
Could be sold for low-density housing to help fund community use
detached dwellings
detached dwellings
detached homes like the neighbourhood
Houses
housing
Housing
Housing
housing - same density as surrounding
In cooperation with the Region, this would be a great site for a long-term care facility.
in fill housing
Low density housing
Low density residential housing
low density retirement community
Moderate priced housing needed.
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204
205
206
207
208
209
210
211
212
213

New Homes
Possible use as housing (multi dwelling)
Residential
Residential
Sell off for residential use - not high density. Use the proceeds to lower taxes.
Seniors Residence
variety store
no public money allotted for any religious activities
Property sold.
sell it to a developer and use the proceeds to provide needed public services elsewhere

Don't Know (18)

Other (11)

Commercial (1)

Residential (41)

Parks/Open Space (83)

Question 17 - I would like to see the following on the
Chisholm Public School site: (234 responses, see below)

Community Uses (132)

Land Use Category












Sell property
sold for revenue to support the other facilities
SOLD OFF
submitted in a separate email
?
Don't know
don't know
don't know
Don't live in the area.
I do not know this area well enough to comment.
No comment.
no opinion
no preference
No suggestions
Not familiar enough with location, outside of immediate area.
not my neighbourhood - can't really comment
Not sure
Not sure.
This location is too far east for south-east Oakville. Also, it is not easily accessible with
public transportation. I really do not care what Oakville does with this site.
233 [blank]
234 can't answer, needs to be in toto
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214
215
216
217
218
219
220
221
222
223
224
225
226
227
228
229
230
231
232
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Question 19 - Other things to consider about the Chisholm Public School site: (51
responses, see below)
1
2
3
4
5
6
7
8
9
10
11
12
13
14
15

16
17
18
19
20
21
22
23
24
25
26
27
28
29
30
31
32
33
34

35

36
37
38

A pool and fitness area for seniors and youth
Allow the residents on Charnwood & All Saints to maintain their view of the woodlands. For instance, a two story building may
obscure most residents view of the forest but a one story facility would not.
area local library
As the eastern-most site, with easy access to Lakeshore, it is essential that this site be kept and converted for community
recreational activities.
Baseball, trails
current vandalism is increasing at "empty building", playground was affected and trees due to fire
Do not allow monster homes to be built that take up entire lot
Do not put up a large building that is inconsistent with the neighbourhood.
Do not want housing here of any kind.
Don't know
Drop in centre for youth or seniors.
Great space adjacent to park. Newer building perhaps able to redevelop
green area
Green housing/park
green space adjacent, a senior condo building would work well there, low rise (2 story) and just a few units so people are close to
family. We will need more senior residential units - all units should be one level living, no stairs and not institutional looking. In
keeping with the neighbourhood.
housing that fits in with the neighbourhood
How about Frisbee golf? Or Ultimate Frisbee? More teenagers in this area. Need outdoor sports - no computers or internet as most
teenagers have this at home/school. Close to lake - lake perspective - stewardship.
If the footprint of the site is kept - the availability of parking is quite good.
Keep park
Keeping with the neighbourhood & requirement for recreation, to create a local recreations / family centre.
library
located very close to homes located at T intersection and cause of congestion must maintain exiting trees and park area - do not
remove. existing building is ugly as well as landscape currently attracts hangers-about
Low density housing.
Maintain certain amount of green space
Maintain forest, promote outdoor uses in fitness.
maintain the character of the local area - no town houses or low rise buildings
Maintain the park area and increase the parking space
make it usable for all ages. many seniors in the area, many young kids who need activities that we don't have to travel across town
for. WE HAVE NOTHING IN THIS AREA> always have to travel to north Oakville to do anything for the kids
Needs to fit into a residential area and not disrupt the neighbourhood
no other community meeting area in SE
Outdoor soccer / lacrosse / rugby fields
Park as well.
Parking could be developed. It is near bus lines. There are no fitness facilities in this area of Oakville. The surrounding wood is a
valuable asset for programs such as Summer Sizzlers.
Perhaps the downtown Central library could be moved there and then we would not have to pay for parking when other libraries in
Oakville do not have to pay for parking. There would be lots more space. Leave the Art Gallery on the Central site.
Please do not sell it to a housing development or otherwise! We bought our house knowing a school was in walking distance and
that was taken away from us. A community centre would lessen the blow and give our children a great spot to hang out. There are
very few parks in our area compared to other parts of Oakville- please! We beg you for a centre for our family!
Please preserve the woods next to the school.
Preserve adjacent parkland.
Small library, meeting rooms, music/art studios, small fitness facility for classes - e.g. yoga, Pilates. This would provide alternatives
to parks, churches and pubs and fill an immediate need.
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Question 19 - Other things to consider about the Chisholm Public School site: (51
responses, see below)
39
40
41
42

43
44
45
46
47
48
49

50

51

That the overall plan must balance delivery of community services throughout the community.
The east end of the neighbourhood got the shaft in the school re-alignment with the schools being in the centre and western part of
the neighbourhood, Chisholm means a lot to a lot of people out this way.
the majority of families with school age children live EAST of Maple Grove Drive
The school should be offered to Clanmore Montessori school in exchange for their recent real estate purchase (i.e. do not create
additional costs for them) so the building can be used as a school, and no trees need to be cut down to create a new driveway for
expanded Montessori.
The site is adjacent to an existing park use and is in close proximity to Joshua Valley park and Maplegrove Arena.
The site is to small for a rink and or a pool
the wooded area beside the school should be maintained. the building has air conditioning and a small gym and library. it would
make an excellent community centre.
There aren't any other parks or facilities within walking distance in this neighbourhood. It would be great to see something small
scale that uses the existing building in that space, or, alternatively, just make great fields for public/team use.
there is no community center in the south east area.
there should be no consideration to preservation of the building
This site is the furthest east in Oakville and is the only one accessible to neighbours in this area and would serve well as a small
community centre. Currently our community centre is Maple Grove United Church. It is bursting at the seams with programs. We
really need a community centre in this area as there are many seniors and young families and school age kids with nowhere to go.
A youth and senior centre combined with community gardens and kitchens would be great to connect the community.
We have very limited other public space in this area so please do not develop the land. The school is more modern, A/C,
accessible, existing parking lot, would work great as a fitness/rec centre and small branch library/seniors centre. There has been
considerable vandalism recently so please be aware and address this issue.
would like it to remain a park and recreation facility
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4
5

art gallery, green space, outdoor art installation
50% of this can be used for a library or recreation facility. The back section can be used
for sports fields.
A restored School or park
A soccer field and outdoor play area for children and their families. Also an indoor activity
centre for ping pong, volleyball. badminton, aerobic classes for adults, yoga, Zumba etc.













Community centre - adults and youth. Could have an outdoor focus. used to have some
nice woods in the back. Keep the facade (historic).
Could be another school site or parkland.
Facility for after school activities (music, tutoring, arts, sports) that can be rented by
community; Soccer fields, indoor pool, splash pads
green space and park or local rec center
Heritage museum and green space
IF A LIBRARY BRANCH IS NOT APPROVED FOR CHISHOLM, THEN LET IT BE AT
LINBROOK, WITH THE REMAINING LANDS TURNED INTO A PARK.
large park, library
Maintain heritage features and create community centre with outdoor park and facilities
like tennis and baseball. Keep the greenery
Maintain the building look and feel, keep the old mature trees on the property. Use the
property as a community centre.
New play ground and bigger indoor gym clean-up grounds
park pool arena
park pool library
Park and recreational facilities.
park or community recreation centre
park space, maybe a community centre
Park/recreational facilities/children's facilities/open space
parkland, seniors area, community center
recreation facilities, possible gallery, community programs, outdoor playground
Sell it or rent it to St. Mildred's. Would like to see the wood lot maintained as a park if St.
Mildred's doesn't want it.
small community gathering place to preserve heritage part of school; green space +
preserving forest land; better soccer field
Small museum of the area; Sports field; Day care
Smaller community centre - library, rooms for children and youth lessons/activities,
computer resource area for seniors - and a soccer field, splashed combination. Do not
allow homes to be built that eat up the entire property due to too much 'house'





























































6
7

8
9
10
11
12
13
14
15
16
17
18
19
20
21
22
23
24
25
26
27
28
29
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Question 20

Don't Know (16)

Residential (49)

Day care, low density housing, libraries, art facilities, sports
Green space, soccer pitch, senior centre or residence
Sell off the eastern 1/3 to 1/2 of the property for private development/housing (protecting
the existing trees!); convert the balance to public park including splash pad, climbing gym,
garden, leash-free parkette. Possible double rink arena w/indoor jogging track.

Other (19)

Parks/Open Space (98)

1
2
3

Question 20 - I would like to see the following on the
Linbrook Public School site: (241 responses, see below)

Commercial (3)

Community Uses (117)

Land Use Category
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30

31
32
33
34
35
36
37
38
39
40
41

42
43
44
45
46
47
48
49
50
51
52
53
54
55
56
57
58
59
60
61
62
63
64
65

This school could be used for community courses, fitness, arts, teaching budgeting, and
summer-time outside courses such as teaching kids games such as rugby, soccer,
baseball, etc. The surrounding property kept as parkland and the fields leased out to
Oakville soccer, and used as stated above.
Houses or sold to St Mildred's
low housing neighbourhood library
sell it to St Mildred's' or use for residential development
Sell off for educational or residential use - no high density usage. Use proceeds to lower
taxes which are too high.
A public art gallery with outdoor cafe looking onto the woods at the back. Or an outdoor
education centre like Brickworks in Toronto to be used by all the schools.
Library, museum, community center, medical center
rec centre if not at OTMH site
a community center, or a recreation center - maybe with a pool, or a senior center
A pool, arena, and a dedicated rec centre for adults, seniors and kids (especially those
aged 8-15)
A public library/study area.
a recreation facility like the QEP one newly minted in the old high school - this is the most
central of locations - maybe Centennial pool could be moved there I am not sure the
library is able to move but it would be great to have a library that was not down town for
SE Oakville
Also a local community hub.
another school is ideal. adult learning location
Any type of community use
aquatic centre, athletics centre
AREA LIBRARY
Arena, community centre
Art/drama centre for children. I would love to see this building stay.
arts and cultural facilities such as museums,
arts and cultural facilities such as museums, art galleries and performing arts centres
As a large community centre for SE Oakville
Community Centre
Community centre
community centre
Community Centre
Community centre
community centre - education centre- Need a site for teaching people and enhancing
computer skills etc.
community centre for se Oakville
community centre if meets Oakville master plan and community needs
Community centre or library with recreational programs and facilities for area.
Community centre preserving the front aspect of the building
community centre, pool, fitness centre
community centre/ pool / library or senior centre
community facilities
community library
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66
67
68
69
70
71
72
73
74

Community library branch
Community/Senior's centre, open green park space, playground
community centre
day care facility and recreational for children
Day care.
Fitness/community centre
heritage conservation and expansion of local educational use - St Mildred's
Is this not being sold to St. Mildred's??
It should remain a school and heritage site. The self-serving morons in the HDSB whose
history with predicting demographic trends is pathetic should not be allowed to be key
drivers in the nomination of these sites. If all five properties are converted and current
schools are adding more portables, the town will have no ability to go back and convert
the proposed facilities to schools when the need arises.
75 It would be great to retain this site for some purpose as my 4 children all attended here
and it is a wonderful building and property. It could have a small community centre with
meeting rooms, gym space and programs for the community. Could this be used until the
hospital space was developed?
76 keep the heritage school transform in a space to use for community, library
77 Let St. Mildred's have it
78 Library
79 Library
80 Library
81 Library
82 Library, Indoor Pool, Seniors Recreational Facility
83 library, recreation facilities and dedicated spaces for youth, seniors and community
groups to use for free.
84 library...pool...
85 Linbrook should continue as a school - SMLS or McLaughlin should be offered the site
86 Look for educational uses; possible expansion of St Mildred's
87 Make available for other educational uses; expansion of St Mildred's
88 Multiuse and functional community centre.
89 Oakville School for the Arts; Etobicoke and Mississauga have top notch schools dragging
Oakville kids away
90 Performing art centre or cultural facility
91 perhaps a neighbourhood library/community centre - while maintaining the character and
beauty of the existing building and land
92 Please DO NOT destroy this wonderful building. Sell it on the condition the outside cannot
be changed and can only be used as a private school or daycare
93 pool and gym and or exercise facilities
94 Recreation and library facilities
95 recreation use of building
96 recreation/arts/community centre
97 recreational centre
98 recreational facilities
99 RECREATIONAL FACILITY
100 Recreational facility or performing arts centre
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108
109

110
111
112
113
114
115
116
117
118
119
120
121
122
123
124
125
126
127
128

129
130
131
132
133

Recreational
Reuse of building, small cultural centre, but a financially sustainable model.
Sell this to a private school to help fund other projects
Senior Centre, Arena
Seniors Centre-Neighbourhood library-adult education evening classes
small community centre
Sold to St. Mildred's and they need to development community space into the plan.
Swimming pool open to the public, seniors programs, etc.
the French immersion heritage school that it was
This is an ideal location for a library branch! The original one room schoolroom was used
as the school's library in recent years and is already perfect for the job! Lovely ambiance,
natural light etc.. The gym with its elevated stage would be a community asset for various
uses.
this would be my 2nd choice to Chisholm
Used as a meeting place.
With appropriate redevelopment (parking, facility upgrade, some demolition), the site and
location could house a library and multi-age meeting space.
you or pool
youth centre
Youth centre
youth centre- seniors facility - Branch Library
Library, fitness, rooms for seniors and youth, sprung floor for comfort
Retained park space, Heritage preservation of school building, retention enhancement of
wooded area, minor component of residential infill
a mix of parkland and residential, keeping existing woodlot
detached homes with a park
housing - same density as surrounding; green space
in priority green space then residential
Keep existing wood lot - playground unfortunately already removed. Would love to see a
seniors affordable housing in this area
Keep some as park space and develop the rest into residential. St. Mildred's has enough
space in this residential area.
Maintain full park space with some residential
maintenance of trees and public space. Some housing with R01 zoning
medium density housing around a park or square
neighbourhood consistent housing, using the facade of the school if at all feasible. Do not
make this the rec centre or other large venue (e.g. pool) as parking and traffic would be
an issue, already very challenging to drive on this road. keep the trees and wood lot as is,
they are great.
No real preference. Parkland or residential development.
original one-room school building, parkland, detached residential
Park land or housing single family
Single family homes, park with children's play area
A park, preserving the beautiful woodlot in the back. Keep the lovely heritage building for
some other purpose, not necessarily public.
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134 Its heritage, we need to do something with it that respects the building but is also practical
while preserving public outdoor space.
135 Maintain oldest parts of existing school building. Increase wooded area.
136 Maintain the existing building and green space.
137 Preserve green space and urban forest. Maintain heritage aspect. Disallow low density
housing.
138 A beautiful site with a lovely heritage school. However, it is a better centrally located site
over Chisholm's. It is not a large enough site for a mid-sized community centre,
playground and splash pad.
139 A park or gardens with horticulture classes, sustainable gardening, etc.
140 Children's playground
141 double soccer field. There are not enough soccer fields in south Oakville. The only field
within 2 km is Post Park. In 10 years with the Oakville soccer club, and 3 kids playing, we
have never had a practice or game there or at any field within 5 km.
142 Forested park
143 Green space
144 Green space/park
145 Green spaces, soccer fields, parks
146 Improved outdoor sports facilities
147 keep it as public space
148 Nice Park space with maybe a wading pool for little kids -similar to LaSalle park in
Burlington
149 open space
150 Open space - children's play center - 2 soccer fields
151 open space park land, soccer field, baseball diamond, splash pad
152 open space,
153 outdoor public pool
154 park
155 park
156 Park
157 PARK AREA
158 Park area
159 Park for children
160 Park land
161 Park space
162 Park space
163 Park, baseball diamond, soccer field
164 Park. We should be careful about this site as the private school across the road has
already created traffic mayhem. Minimal traffic impact would be preferable and am
suggesting a park or soccer pitches.
165 park/open space
166 Park/Playground/Playing Field
167 Parkland
168 parkland
169 Parkland and playing fields
170 Preservation of existing trees if at all possible
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171
172
173
174
175
176
177
178
179
180

181
182
183
184
185
186
187
188

189
190
191
192
193
194
195
196
197
198
199
200
201
202
203
204
205

Public park area
Public park with splash pad for summer and outdoor skating rink for winter
public park with tennis courts and fitness trail
Public space and green area
Return it to a treed area - using some of the more unusual natives found in this area.
Trail and pathways.
Soccer field
soccer fields
Soccer fields
Soccer fields maintained by the Town of Oakville. Washrooms for those using the fields.
Bleachers.
Something that is nice for the residents that live near the property. Linbrook Road has
transformed into "St Mildred" Road. The neighbourhood is awful for the people that live
there. It is a in essence a commercial operation on a residential street and they have
ruined the "neighbourhood". Park land to balance the St Mildred parking lots!!
Sports playing fields for people who live south of QEW - always have to drive north
Surrounding green space should remain open to the public, not fenced off.
tennis and basketball area for kids
Torn down and used as open space park
woodland/park
Chronic Care/Senior's facility
Sell it -- its a bad location for public activities due to existing congestion from SMLS traffic.
Very difficult to travel thru that area during drop off/pickup times for SMLS.
A long term care facility with an accessible pool for the residents as well as a theatre area
where they may receive entertainment in their various walkers, moveable beds etc.
detached dwellings, a bungalow senior or adult lifestyle community
detached homes like the neighbourhood
Develop consistent with neighbourhood
Homes
houses
Houses
Housing
housing
Housing
Housing
housing that is appropriate with the current housing in the area - land purchase cost could
be recuperated
I believe this site would be good for housing.
I would like the charming part of the old school preserved. I would like to see housing that
would appeal to older adults built on this land.
Low density housing
Low Density Residential
Moderate priced housing.
New Homes
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206 Not to be given to St. Mildred's school which is already bigger than originally promised
which causes traffic issues. Residential would reduce traffic.
207 Private homes.
208 Residential due to traffic congestion.
209 Sell to a developer and use proceeds for other public services
210 Single-family residential homes. Lot sizes to be similar to median lot sizes of homes in the
immediate neighboring community.
211 Smaller homes
212 special needs housing? shelter
213 ROCK [Reach Out Centre for Kids] offices
214 Anything but an expansion of St Mildred's. Its not a good location for a school -traffic
issues accessibility etc.
215 just make sure MONSTER houses don't go in here
216 Keep heritage façade
217 no public monies allotted for religious activities
218 Property sold.
219 Sell property
220 Sell property, it is very valuable and funds can be used to support development of other
community properties in the near vicinity and within walking distance, such as the Hospital
property.
221 sold
222 Some kind of conservation / heritage site
223 submitted in a separate email
224 The school itself should be preserved because the original building is one of the last (if not
THE last) one-room school houses to be built in Ontario. Do not give this over to St.
Mildred's under any circumstances!! For years, St. Mildred's indicated it would not need to
expand, and for years, it has expanded, and destroyed what was once a nice
neighbourhood.
225 Use the building!
226 ?
227 don't care
228 n/a
229 No comment.
230 no opinion
231 No recommendation
232 Not my neighbourhood - can't really comment
233 not sure
234 Not sure
235 Not sure
236 Not sure
237 Not sure for purpose, but should be Heritage Building
238 not sure what should be put there however the traffic along Linbrook needs to be
examined, currently busy with private school traffic
239 nothing - sell it.
240 [blank]
241 needs to be in toto
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Question 22 - Other things to consider about the Linbrook Public School site: (55
responses, see below)
1

25
26
27
28
29
30
31
32
33
34
35
36

A great deal of effort went into returning the old growth forest behind the school into a protected area about 15 years ago. This
was a school initiated project and it should continue to be respected.
Allow property owners first right of refusal to purchase the wooded area in the northern park with the stipulation that it will never be
allowed to be zoned for residential purposes.
Another possible site for HEALTHCARE or a RECREATIONAL facility.
Basketball court, gym,
Beautiful woodlot, fields are used for soccer, heritage section of the school could be integrated in to an upgraded facility.
Being used as a school again or reserving the possibility that it might very well have to happen to retain the sense of community
people.
close to residential
Consider the history of the school and the heritage opportunities. Museum? Culture centre? Small, intimate library / reading
rooms?
Could be used as an accessible centre as it is all on one floor - adult daycare/disability day programming...
Do not allow monster homes that are inappropriate to area. Maintain facade of building
dog park
Don't sell it to St. Mildred's or we would end up with a mega school in a nice residential neighbourhood.
Given the size of the neighbouring private school (St. Mildred's), avoid any use that may cause higher public traffic to this
neighbourhood, causing potential traffic problems for Linbrook and surrounding residential streets.
Grass soccer / lacrosse / rugby grounds with track
great building. keep it for meetings, seniors activities, woodworking, etc.
Heritage designation of old part of building Traffic flow is very restricted in this neighbourhood. Any addition/changes should keep
this in mind.
I do not want to see St. Mildred's School developing this site. This road is not big enough to accommodate the traffic as it is so
expanding St. Mildred's again is something I do not want to see.
Is there a purpose for owning this site?
It has lovely trees around it that should be preserved
It is a beautiful heritage site, with an exceptional woodlot, that should be maintained.
it looks nice - so try to keep the architecture in tact
It's beauty and heritage aspects which could be incorporated into a community centre
Keep heritage buildings
keep the green space and build in keeping with the neighbourhood styles and low rise, vaulted one storey bungalows or semi's.
Higher end purchase, not lower end.
Keeping it green and open.
kids at school there ...
library
Linbrook is a narrow street and cannot support traffic
Local school and homes
Maintain facade of school, maintain trees/woodland area
Maintain green space
Maintain or expand park space
Maintaining the heritage building Maintaining the green/wooded area behind the school
Maintaining the trees and as much of the green space as possible.
No condos!
Original one-room school building is worth saving, rest of site is certainly a stretch to be considered of historical value/significance.

37
38
39

Outdoor Recreational facility for Youth and Seniors
Parent and child centre Continuing education for all ages Senior's facility
Park playground.

2
3
4
5
6
7
8
9
10
11
12
13
14
15
16
17
18
19
20
21
22
23
24
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Question 22 - Other things to consider about the Linbrook Public School site: (55
responses, see below)
40
41
42
43
44
45
46
47
48
49

50
51
52
53
54
55

parking lot behind building promotes youth hanging out at night. I hate the thought of an open, empty parking lot at night...library
branch
Please preserve the beautiful woodlot at the back.
Preserve the charming part of the school building.
Proximity to ML School--those students could use it if it were a park
purchased by St Mildred's?
Sell it to St. Mildred's. Don't get caught up in the historical building aspect here.
Should not be sold/leased to St. Mildred's
Site is too small for a rink and/or a pool
The old school house must be preserved in appearance. Perhaps the inside could be used for Mum's groups, Women's groups,
Parent and Child centre. This building should not be pulled down.
The school building has some historical significance - it would be nice to preserve some elements (facade, library, etc.); assume
you need to sell some of the land to help pay for development of OTMH lands, etc... given proximity of this site to OTMH, I would
'sacrifice' some of the recreational options here only if they are confirmed for the OTMH lands.
The site is adjacent to St. Mildred's Lightbourn. Is there a potential for sale to St. Mildred's for the school to utilize the site at its'
cost?
There is so much traffic in that area already that another facility would over extend the existing arterial roads
Traffic
traffic
traffic flow
With the movement of closing Gairloch Gardens museum...maybe it could be used by the town for the art shows and art programs
that were run out of Gairloch Gardens
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Residential (20)

Commercial (18)

some housing perhaps, but maintain community uses. Could the arena be partially
restored to conserve heritage and provide community space - arts, farmers market etc.
Daylight the creek and restore natural heritage on site, think Evergreen Brickworks.









2
3
4

Do we not need the ice? BMX Park, Children's play area, low rise development
housing park space playground meeting rooms
Tennis, pools, recreational fields, skating. Affordable senior centre or assisted living for
seniors, senior apartments.
cont. of same activities but would prefer an outdoor artificial skating rink and a market like
in Guelph.
One or all of the following: Public meeting space (like the recent EAB meeting held by
town). Farmers Market. Flea Market. Concerts. Arts Exhibits.
Arena, pool, park, sold
a new arena & swimming pools - indoor & outdoor, plus baseball/soccer fields
a new arena or outdoor sports facility of some kind. No shops, apartment buildings,
condos etc., etc.
A second choice location for the Downtown area library if it is not kept at the current site
(Navy St. and Lakeshore Rd.) Could also be a new multi-use recreational centre with
park.
a skating rink of some kind... outdoor possibly. Arts facility, rec facility.
all that is there plus an outdoor rink
An ARENA! An outdoor pool (with hours that suit young families not just retired people;
there is not one public outdoor pool that families can go to in the mornings. Do you know
that kids nap in the afternoon?), tennis courts, play area. What is there now is good, does
it need to change (except new arena because the old one is falling down)?













































An arena, pool and park - just as it is now.
an arena...pool....dog park...
An enhanced arena, a facility for the young to use..BMX park, games rooms, B/Ball facility
for pick up games, etc.
Another arena and park
Arena expansion. Expansion of pool facility with rec. programming.
arena with fitness centre, community rooms for public/private use, tennis courts, outdoor
pool
Arena, park space, community centre
Arena/park
athletics centre, community centre
Community Center. This area needs a community place available for the beautiful
baseball diamonds already invested in that area. There is a great pool area already there
and my vote would be to refurbish the skating arena. The change rooms are too small and
the bench area needs addressing. Great looking arena otherwise.



























continued curling club, baseball diamond, outdoor hockey rink in winter
Continued recreational skating inside and soccer outside.
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South Central Survey Findings

Question 23

Don't Know (9)

Parks/Open Space (93)

1

Question 23 - I would like to see the following on the
Oakville Arena/Trafalgar Park site: (308 responses, see below)

Other (7)

Community Uses (260)

Land Use Category
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27
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30











31

I think it should stay the way it is with ball parks, arena, pool, vegetable garden, etc., but
just update it. The neighbourhood deserves it. We have enough stores and restaurants,
etc. Give us something nice!
I think that this site has excellent potential to be renovated much as QEP was.
I would like to see the arena extensively renovated as the structure is meeting the end of
its useful lifespan, and the building itself is aesthetically very unpleasing as there is paint
peeling on the bricks outside and it looks worn, shabby and in desperate need of a
facelift. I would however like to see the building retained for its recreational purposes and
perhaps have an addition placed on the building to allow for another hockey rink to be
constructed or other ice related sports such as curling. With the construction of new
homes slated for the former Department of National Defence land situated at the
northwest corner of Dorval Dr. and Rebecca St., it further constitutes the need for added
recreational facilities in the area. There is also a condominium residence being
constructed at the opposite corner of Dorval and Rebecca further adding to the population
of the area. With new residents moving to the area, it is important that the town retain its
recreational facilities to offer choices and programs to residents who live nearby. This
location has the chance to be a premier recreational facility that the entire town can enjoy
and it is also important to retain our heritage as the building was built approximately 60
years ago, and it would be a shame to lose it. The Kerr Street neighbourhood needs this
recreational facility and to sell the land to a developer would be a tragic loss. It needs to
be renovated and added upon and we will have a world class recreational facility in the
town of Oakville
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34
35
36

Ice Hockey Rink or Parkland
Ice rink, meeting rooms, baseball and basketball parks, pool, parkland.
If we cannot keep Centennial Pool in it's current location, put a pool there [arena site],
maybe with a retractable roof for winter and summer swimming. The outdoor pool there is
terrific and used well.
It's important that Oakville maintain the vitality of it's downtown core, not just with
residential/retail, believe a mixed use sports complex, and park area provide an ideal use
for citizens of all ages, not just local residents.
Keep all activities available - just update and expand.
Keep it
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South Central Survey Findings

Question 23

Don't Know (9)



Other (7)



Commercial (18)

Parks/Open Space (93)

double rink, outdoor pool, climbing gyms/outdoor playgrounds, baseball diamonds,
community garden, tennis courts
Family rec complex (arenas, gymnasium, water park, outdoor rec space, etc.)
fitness centre, meeting rooms, play equipment
Gym. Rec Centre with outdoor arena in the winter for everyone to use.
I LOVE the site - I really want to see it kept up - fixed up - whatever it takes to keep it. I
live across the road from it and I love the way people use the arena and surrounding park it is one of the reasons I moved here. I DO NOT want to see it torn down and replace by
a modern facility - we need to keep the flavour of the original design.

Question 23 - I would like to see the following on the
Oakville Arena/Trafalgar Park site: (308 responses, see below)

Residential (20)

Community Uses (260)

Land Use Category
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keep the arena, swimming pool and park
Leave as is.
Leave as is.
Leave it as it is right now and concentrate on the other areas.
Leave the hockey rink at Oakville Arena perhaps expand the park
Maintain the existing facilities.
Maintain community park, arena, pool and playground. Allow other activities within the
arena. Keep as much green land as possible. No building of tall structures at all (i.e. the
town homes across the street).
Maintain existing Arena. Add fitness facility, seniors and youth centres, and meeting
room., Maintain outdoor pool
maintain historic arena. Other recreational uses for park?
More integrated recreation area connected to other parks via pedestrian walkways. So
don't need to always travels on busy Rebecca street.
More trees. Historic training centre of army - should include such history - difficult space
to use in terms of heat/cooling - occasional trade show space/fairs?
Not sure if this is big enough to house a community centre and an indoor/outdoor pool.
But it is the area that makes the most sense considering the parking that would be
needed. You must leave an outdoor pool in this neighbourhood, the children in the area
depend on it. You also must have a downtown indoor pool.
Outdoor pool to be kept! Skating rink to be kept!
Park space and recreation facilities
parks, parkettes, squares and open space linkages; active or passive indoor and outdoor
recreational uses; trails; cultural heritage uses; cemeteries; conservation uses

















































60
61

Pool, skating, playground, soccer field.
Preserve arena building as heritage site; make structural reinforcements that are needed;
continue to use as ice rink and upgrade small meeting rooms. Keep Trafalgar Park for
current uses - outdoor pool (recently renovated), soft ball (lighting already in place and
used for tournaments), tennis courts, community gardens and bocce ball area. There is
no need to change this lovely neighbourhood gem. Mature trees already there too - a
bonus!
preserved as much as possible as arena, pool and park space, add indoor pool?
rebuild the ice rink , outdoor recreation facilities... tennis. splash pad , skate board park
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63

refurbish existing arena keep outdoor pool, tennis courts and ball diamonds
Restored arena. Improved park facilities.
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South Central Survey Findings

Question 23

Don't Know (9)



Other (7)
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Commercial (18)

Parks/Open Space (93)

Keep some green space - decision if large recreation area more cost effective - pool,
arena, gym all in one location. I don't think this site is large enough???. Keep existing
library downtown.
keep the arena and ball fields. tennis courts
Keep the arena but renovate. Include various recreation activities perhaps in a newer
building, i.e. tennis, basketball and the pool. Keep the open spaces and parks.

Question 23 - I would like to see the following on the
Oakville Arena/Trafalgar Park site: (308 responses, see below)

Residential (20)

Community Uses (260)

Land Use Category
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65
66







67

There should be no change at this site. If it is necessary to move the existing Oakville
Seniors Centre it should be located here.
This is not in the East Oakville area and I would not support moving the Centennial pool to
this location. This arena does not serve the community east of 16 mile creek. I am not
sure why this is being considered in the East Oakville study area. Having said that I think
the arena building is VERY old and needs to be renovated. We need an arena that can be
used for skating programs and figure skating show with appropriate spectator space. That
could be anywhere in Oakville. This area would be great for a seniors centre and
community garden but would not replace the need for a community centre east of the
creek.
Updated arena - not just hockey, figure skating, speed skating, ringette etc., outdoor
swimming pool.
upgraded arena or parkland
we think this should be the new location for a community center ... including a gym,
meeting rooms and swimming pool... and splash pad.
would like to see the arena rebuilt and parks maintained
Arena to come down, some retail and housing by Kerr/Rebecca. Funds from development
could fund dedicated Youth and Seniors space with shared gym/common recreation
space.
25m pool or low rise housing
A high rise - of subsidized housing for both families and elderly people with on site day
care and recreational facilities
Recreational / senior facility Long term care facility or senior residence
Recreational rink, retirement housing
I would like to see the Arena refurbished and used. Looking at what they did with some of
the older Arenas in Mississauga, let's celebrate the heritage of this building and use it as
a hub for the community-add a cafe or restaurant.
Keep it as an arena but enhance the building to accommodate other sports like
gymnastics. Possible medical treat and transfer facility.
Repurpose into a mixed community hub: fitness centre , small branch library, possibly
incubator for small home and business e.g.. provide office space and services, technology
to be shared,
Community use centre, exercise and meeting space, cafe. Although I don't have youth at
home anymore, I think the young people should have space to gather and hang out so I'd
include that kind of usage as well.
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South Central Survey Findings

Question 23


















Don't Know (9)



Other (7)



Commercial (18)

Parks/Open Space (93)

Retention of ice rink in a "heritage" configuration (i.e. new but looks old), expansion of
facilities appropriate to local users requirements, enhancement of existing uses
Same uses
The site is already part park, part recreational facility. The arena is past its due date and
the site would be well suited to a local community centre for the Kerr street area.

Question 23 - I would like to see the following on the
Oakville Arena/Trafalgar Park site: (308 responses, see below)

Residential (20)

Community Uses (260)

Land Use Category
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82

Should be maintained as community property, especially to continue to "gentrify" the Kerr
St. area. If using the Kerr St. portion for commercial uses helps to support the
development of the rest of this property for community purposes, then do so. Feel that the
arena is important to the area. My understanding is that this arena is still used by Oakville
Hockey, and is important to maintain the heavy demand for community arenas.



83
84

Stacked arenas. Underground parking. Transit hub.
Sorry to see it go, but if a recreation pool for the seniors, and or disabled in the area to
use instead of traversing to the larger facility such as GARCC, IRRCC, JCRC where one
has to compete with the younger adults and not wanting to interfere with the sports teams
and or minded individuals.
A better arena/family rec centre, just like the citizens have north of the QEW
a community centre similar to QEP
A more updated Arena.
A new aquatic centre and pool to replace the Downtown one on the library site.
A NEW ARENA
A new arena and community centre
a new arena, community meeting rooms
A new arena.
a park with shade trees and gardens. A park was done on Kerr St and it is lovely, but it
has no shade to make it comfortable to sit in
a rebuilt twin pad arena with both behind glass and generous open seating on both pads




A similar public facility for the neighborhood if the arena cannot be refurbished.
an arena
an arena, a pool, a community center, a recreation center
An Arena, AND a Pool
An Arena. This arena is by far many people's favourite rink, the sloped roof is like nothing
else in Oakville. It should be renovated and kept open, Oakville needs rinks, they aren't
just for hockey players, they are for families on Saturday and Sunday afternoons not to
mention figure skaters.
An improved skating arena
another arena
Another arena
Any type of community use
Arena
arena
arena
arena
arena /swim pool recreation centre
Arena and community centre
Arena and Gym
Arena and/or pool.
arena but updated/modernized
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Other (7)
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Question 23 - I would like to see the following on the
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113
114
115
116
117
118
119
120
121
122
123
124
125
126
127
128
129
130
131
132
133
134
135
136
137

138
139
140
141
142
143
144

Arena of some kind
Arena preserved or if not feasible replaced
arena, recreation center, fitness center
arena/community centre if space permits
Assuming Central Pool closes - build a sports complex including pool here or on the
OTMH lands
Assuming that great old arena will be around for many years yet I can't think of what else
could be added to the site. In my opinion it just needs a facelift.
Build a new arena.
Community Center
community center with pool, arena and library, or just an arena if others are elsewhere







community centre
Community centre
Community centre
community centre
community centre
community centre all purpose facility for arts, crafts
community centre, pool
community centre if meets Oakville master plan/community needs
Community Centre that includes an ice pad
community centre with all fitness facilities
COMMUNITY CENTRE, ARENA
Community centre/library/seniors centre
community facilities, fitness facilities
continue as arena for general population use
Continue to use for larger scale arenas and community programs.
double pad arena and pool complex (if cannot fit pool on the other side of Trafalgar).
Please do not designate this site as the rec centre for South East Oakville, it is too far to
go on a regular basis and not in our neighbourhoods.
Establish a local fitness centre with community room(s). The Centennial pool is the only
Parks and Recreation facility below the QEW.
Existing ice and large meeting room for that community.
Fitness Center/Gymnasium/Walking Track
Fitness centre or library
fitness centre, community programs, youth programs, skating rink
fitness centre
General recreational centre with upgraded pool facilities. Provide small community rooms


















145 Given its central location, this facility really should serve a wide demographic. Youth
programs are key (perhaps with a dedicated photography room), a pool, an enlarged
arena (or double/triple arena) a food concession, and skate sharpening. Warm
up/community rooms near the arenas would be key to allowing office stretching/practice
out of the way of spectators.
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146 Gymnastics club
147 HOCKEY AND FIGURE SKATING AS IN THE PAST - SKATING FOR RESIDENTS OF
OAKVILLE
148 Hockey and lacrosse facility
149 hockey arena
150 Hockey arena is fine and too far west for east Oakville folks for any additional community
centre. The Y is down the road and library and pool already within 1 km.




151
152
153
154






155
156
157
158

159
160
161
162
163
164
165
166
167
168
169
170
171
172
173
174
175
176
177
178

Hockey Rink(s); Swimming Pool
How about keeping the arena?
Hydrotherapy
I like it as an arena. It has a great "feel" to it, and is never as crowded as the larger
arenas during family skating times.
I think it should remain a skating arena, but should be updated to be as nice as those in
other neighbourhoods.
I think the arena should stay or if taken down a new one built
I think this should remain a public arena.
I think we need an arena in the downtown area that could be visited by out of town guests
and local residents alike. We also need a facility that can hold major tournaments and the
Oakville Blades.
I would imagine the local neighbours would still like an arena.
Ice arena
Ice arena
if not a new arena then arts & culture, fitness
Improved arena
Improved ice arena...upgrade from 1950s infrastructure - complete overhaul of white
elephant structure
In keeping with the original use, this should be kept as a RECREATIONAL facility with an
ice/skating area.
Indoor gymnasiums and maintain ice rink - use for Parks & recreation programs
Indoor pool & tennis
indoor swimming, ice pad
Keep and expand arena
Keep arena.
keep as an arena
keep it as an arena
Keep it as an arena
Keep skating arena at least
Keep the arena - again residents now have to hike much further to get to a game. What is
wrong with keeping fitness in our community?
Keeping the arena in some form. It might include some form of community centre and or
library combination
Kept as an arena.
Large community center with big pool.
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179 Large rec center
180 Large Recreation centre with indoor pool, fitness, racquetball courts and jogging track,
social rooms, etc.
181 large recreational facility with gyms etc.
182 Larger seniors centre
183 library, recreation facilities and dedicated spaces for youth, seniors and community
groups to use for free.
184 Maintain and arena at this site with small meeting rooms and recreation facilities
185 maintain arena as part of historical structure and for continued public use
186 Maintain building. (The interior structure of its roof is stunning.)
187 maintain existing use, i.e. skating arena
188 Maintain ice facilities
189 Maintain the arena.
190 Modern accessible 6-8 lane proper swimming pool for the training of our upcoming
competitive swimmers. Attached can be a large open airy older adult centre with a variety
of activity rooms, large kitchen for the preparation of nutritious lunches and snacks.




191 more modern arena facilities with a heritage look
192 Multi-pad rink
193 Need to be revitalized, this is a lower income area and residence need a place for
children to go.
194 needs to be an arena/sports centre etc.
195 New Arena / Maintaining ability to host events other than ice, maintain community room
not all sports all the time. 50 years of success, don't mess with it
196 New Arena, possibly two rinks/pads.
197 New replica arena built on lands, named Fred Oliver Memorial Arena
198 new skating rink or updated arena
199 not sure why it can't remain as an arena
200 Oakville Arena is not part of my community. It is too far for my children to access year
round. I do enjoy and make use of the rink.
201 Oakville Arena should remain as is, with required renovations
202 Oakville Arena!!! This is the only arena in south central Oakville. Should have heritage
designation.
203 Park and community centre with a pool
204 PARK AREA/RECREATIONAL FACILITIES
205 parks, parkettes, squares and open space linkages; active or passive indoor and outdoor
recreational uses; trails; cultural heritage uses; cemeteries; conservation uses NO
RETAIL
206 Please renovate and KEEP as an ICE RINK. It is the oldest in Oakville .. why don't you try
and preserve some heritage for future generations. It's our heritage. This seems to take a
low priority to the town in their scramble to build everything new in north Oakville.





207 Pool, larger theatre, library
208 pool, recreational site, library
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209
210
211
212
213
214
215
216
217
218
219
220
221
222
223
224
225
226
227
228
229
230
231
232
233
234
235
236

preserve the arena and use it as an arena
rebuild the arena
Recreation
Recreation centre, arena
Recreation facility
Recreation facility / community centre
recreational all ages
Recreational Centre
recreational facilities
Recreational facilities for seniors, e.g. gym, yoga, fitness /exercises classes, etc.
Recreational facility
Recreational facility
recreational space for sure
Renovate the building and reuse for current and additional community functions
replace skating rink with new facilities
replace with a modern arena; should be cost neutral to maintain
replacement of current facilities
Retained as a historic part of Oakville with a fully operational hockey/skating arena
Re-vamp of arena. Maintain heritage site.
Senior Recreation Centre similar to the existing facility on Kerr Street.
Seniors centre
SENIORS CENTRE
seniors centre
seniors' centre relocated here
Skating rink
Skating rink updated
Skating rink/hockey arena/swimming pool/community meeting space
Small community centre with indoor pool. Do not see need to keep the existing facility.
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238
239
240

Sports (ice rinks, gyms, pools).
Sports and recreation facility
Sports Facility
Sports facilities. Do not destroy the building but make the area more pleasant to the eye
and more advertising needed to get people to use the area.
Stay as an arena!
still useable as an arena
Swimming pool , arena, senior activity room
swimming pool to replace Centennial Pool
The arena should be preserved.
The Oakville arena be upgraded and maintained as a recreational / hockey arena.
The Oakville Arena!!!!
Theatre + Pool + Library + Seniors + indoor Skate Park : Close Central Library/ theatre /
Pool + Kerr street senior centre
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262 Outdoor skating - water feature - market area - lots of flowers in the summer.
263 Remove the arena building and use the entire area including surrounding park land as a
community hub. farmers markets in the summer, local festivals, music festivals, food
events etc.
264 a big park. make it attractive. hideous now.
265 A large baseball complex that allows for 10 diamonds and clubhouse. Merging of Little
League and OMBA. Soccer fields relocated to River Oaks to give that area a soccer
complex site. Leading to closure of Oakville Park, Glenashton, Millbank, Cornwall Park.
Need a US-style complex we can run large tournaments from. In USA they have these
sites that attract big 40 plus team tournaments that are huge economic drivers in these
towns.
266 Baseball field, tennis court, current swimming pool size.
267 Basketball court or bike park........something to attract the youth of the area.
268 Bigger baseball park or add soccer fields?
269 Expansion of adjacent park to include a dog park and a splash pad
270 Forested park
271 green space
272 Keep ball park areas open to the public when not in use. i.e. not chained/locked
273 maintain the park

South Central Survey Findings

Question 23

Don't Know (9)



Other (7)



Commercial (18)

Residential (20)

249 They could use a community centre as well. Compare the number of community centres
up north to down here.
250 This is a drive to site - would be great for a new ice pad as with hockey equipment and in
winter folks have to drive to get their equipment there. Not good as only library or kids
programs as population to the east would have to drive to get there - too far for us that
live at the east end of town.
251 This is an arena and should be updated and remain an arena. Everything else is Oakville
North
252 This should remain as an arena as it is the only one centrally located and has some
heritage value.
253 This should still be a hockey arena and the room attached should still be leased out for
parties etc. (it could be advertised better).
254 This site is different as it is surrounded by more retail etc. and less residential. It would be
a shame to lose the arena as there are only 2 other town arenas in the south. My
preference is to leave as an arena and to upgrade as necessary.
255 This site should continue as an arena
256 Updated arena. Pool. Senior community rooms.
257 Use this space for community [active] living services as outlined in Part One of this
survey. What is happening to the library, pool etc. at Oakville Center?
258 Would like to see it refurbished as has been done in other municipalities.
259 would like to see some form of arena remain.
260 You retain the arena and Pine Room for this area. You could make Pine room available
for Seniors
261 Condos low rise and park land, townhouse, garden for apt. dwellers for growing own food.
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294
295
296
297
298
299
300
301
302

Preservation of existing building Use of building as open market
Children's children
Demolish
Heritage building??? please keep the heritage feeling to that space
no public monies allotted for any religious activities
submitted in a separate email
Don't know
Don't know.
I don't know the existing usage / attendance so have difficulty giving a recommendation.

303
304
305
306

n/a
no preference
Not sure. We don't use it.
can't answer, needs to be in toto

South Central Survey Findings






Don't Know (9)

Commercial (18)






Other (7)

Residential (20)

274 Open park, gardens and an entertainment area allowing the town to have more summer
events......
275 Outdoor swimming pool, park land
276 Park Land
277 public park...green space! No added cement
278 Soccer and baseball fields and a splash pad
279 Soccer fields and baseball diamonds - children's play area, splash pad
280 soccer, baseball and splash pad
281 This would be a back up location for an outdoor artificial skating path
282 Develop consistent with neighbourhood
283 development due to the area
284 Sell property
285 Small plaza fronting on to Rebecca ex coffee shop and fast food or dine in. New low rise
behind shopping area.
286 Affordable housing for seniors.
287 Again, we need smaller one level homes
288 Housing
289 Low cost housing.
290 mixed housing
291 Residential condominium.
292 Good accessible site for a small medical facility for emergencies
293 Indoor Motocross facility. Nearest location is outdoor tracks 2 hours away. If you build this
facility and have people sign waivers to ride I am telling you this place would constantly be
packed full of people. Everyone wants to ride and without proper dirt bike venue in the
area, people are riding in dangerous locations where they shouldn't be. Oakville has
enough ice rinks. let's expand and think outside the box - let other members of the
community enjoy their sports, too. http://www.chesterman.ca/wintermx.htm

Parks/Open Space (93)
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307 This location is in south-west Oakville and there are accessibility issues with 16-Mile
Creek. I would not want my children having to ride their bikes on Cornwall Road where
people speed along over 16-Mile Creek. Also, I would not want my children riding their
bikes downtown via Rebecca to get here. South-west Oakville already has the newly
opened QEW park, why would they get this site also when south-east Oakville goes
without a proper community site.
308 [blank]
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Question 25 - Other things to consider about the Oakville Arena/Trafalgar Park site:
(75 responses, see below)
1
2
3
4
5
6
7
8
9
10
11
12
13
14
15
16
17
18
19
20
21
22
23
24
25
26
27
28
29
30
31
32
33

34
35
36
37

absolutely no commercial use
Accessibility an issue
Adequate parking spaces and traffic flow in and out of the site.
Affordable housing
An arena is needed in the area and this one has served SE Oakville
Another site for: LONG TERM CARE AMBULATORY CARE
Area still needs an arena so if this site's use is changed then must consider another site for this purpose
baseball to remain, trails
bit of an eye sore now so developing the area with high end housing will build the community
Community activities
Community center that accommodating more of the outdoor activities. Convert the arena to an OUT DOOR arena with indoor
change rooms and an indoor area for some fans to watch and have outdoor stands for fans to also watch.
Dog park.
don't build something more than parking can accommodate on the site - hard enough to get in and out now
Don't know
Downtown Oakville does not need anymore Townhouses, as I am sure given past history, this site is destined to become.
Economical to renovate- Used to have two ice pads- great location for an outdoor rink- Neighbourhood pool well serves the needs
of lower income families
facility interior and services MUST be upgraded to be useful as a community use facility and meeting facility.
further park improvements
Heritage designation of existing building. Upgrades so that it continue to be used for its original purpose
heritage location...I love the old feel of Oakville. I hope it never goes away south of the QEW
How well-serviced is this area with its proximity to the YMCA and the downtown library/pool. Is it a reasonable alternative should
the downtown site be altered?
I believe the community wants to keep the arena as an ice rink .. and not simply keep the name and make into a community centre
losing the ice.
I think the community would be better served with a small community centre with indoor pool. Would allow outdoor pool to be shut
down.
If no arena. Townhouses and improved park.
If the building needs to be replaced, consider keeping it as a small, neighbourhood arena and meeting space.
If the current arena can not be renovated in order to keep it, then a new arena should be built on the site
If the site can't be used for an ice rink, consider a community centre. But either way, it must be cost-effective.
If Trafalgar Park is left as it is then the money saved will help towards reinforcing the Arena structure. I know this is a simplistic
view of Town finances but, nevertheless, logical.
Important to retain heritage of the arena
It doesn't present itself well. The entrance and exit are awkward - and somewhat hidden. It's also a little known fact that there's a
children's playground on the site!
It has really good transit. Perhaps already enough institutional buildings here. Consider housing???
It is important that this site be served by accessible public transit if the Seniors Centre is relocated to this site.
It must go. I love the place but time has come. No town can afford to be silly with tax dollars just because Kinsmen helped build it
70 years ago. We got to be realistic. The 16 mile creek center is costly to run and required new tax monies to build and operate.
Surely we need some tax saves along the way and closing Oakville arena is one.
it s close to the Seniors centre
keep an arena and pool where we can get to it!!!
Keep it if its used on a regular basis with high attendance
keep the areas purpose the same as existing - this is the heart of our community - don't tear it all down and build yet more live/work
or other homes - we're already crowded enough! We shouldn't have to always go north of the QEW to access facilities and
services (rinks and community centres)
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Question 25 - Other things to consider about the Oakville Arena/Trafalgar Park site:
(75 responses, see below)
38

keep the timber and reuse the building by rebuilding a new sports/entertainment complex to be used by ALL members of the area
(immediate area and surrounding areas). Skateboarding, rollerblading, ice hockey, figure skating, free skate, the pool is certainly
needed, the baseball diamonds are very busy. It would be ashamed to turn it into condos, and for Pete's sale there's enough
townhomes already and they all have unfriendly facades. Green spaces and R and R spaces. We all work too much already.

39
40
41
42
43
44
45
46
47
48
49
50
51
52
53
54
55

keeping existing arena
lack of free recreational facilities in the south west area close to downtown
Lighted soccer and baseball grounds with ability to ice for park hockey in the winter
location is accessible by public transit.
Maintain open space components i.e. baseball
More Arena space.
more tennis courts, bigger pool or brand new arena
most visible of all sights - aesthetic most important
Need trees planted along Rebecca St. Such as Cedars or evergreens. The building is an eyesore
Not as many local homes, more urban setting can accommodate larger facility
Not to over build on the site, the traffic coming down Kerr St is busy enough as it is.
Outdoor lighting - I guess this isn't really an Arena suggestion - it is more the park in general e.g. the basketball court
parking , traffic flow
Possible single floor accommodation for seniors.
Possibly add: library, indoor pool.
Provide restaurant facilities with view of the river
Provide/Keep sports facilities in South Central Oakville: influx of young families into south/central neighbourhoods; new highdensity residential buildings added in area; many low-income families in area that would have difficulty accessing facilities located
in other areas of Oakville; Proximity of Oakville Arena Site to Kerr Village area that is being revitalized by town will benefit Kerr
Village Businesses - Residents & out-of-town sports teams using facilities will frequent local Kerr Village Businesses in all seasons

56
57
58
59

Recreation/drop-in Centre for area residents
replace the seniors centre on Kerr St. at the Oakville arena site
skateboard park
Some of the facility, e.g. the Kinsmen Room, could be turned into an art gallery, or another section of the facility could be used as
an art gallery.
surrounded by lower income families, use space for Town supported activities that assist those families
The age and history of the building.
The demographics of the area.
The external appearance of the Oakville Arena building should improved. The current state is very poor.
The Oakville arena is not in South East Oakville. Residents in South East Oakville need facilities they can walk or bike to.
The Port Credit Arena was recently renovated. The town was able to preserve the character of the arena and update the structure
at once. There's no need to take the ice away from our community.
The priority for this facility should be to support those who live in and around the area and for whom transportation to other
facilities cold well be a problem.
The rink is a heritage building. This needs to be worked into the new usage for the site. A rec centre would be perfect there
including a pool - every other rec centre in town is north of the QEW which just isn't right and which doesn't serve the local
community.
This area is seeing an increase in housing density and this site would be a very appropriate location for a community oriented
centre.
This is a big site and can be used to pull people form both East and West Oakville together. The arena should be demolished it is
useless as a hockey arena actually unsafe with the boards and bench's as they are.
this is an area of Oakville that struggles to "gentrify" every couple years it seems: a resource like a community hub for fitness,
library, and a business incubator could attract more residents and other businesses to service then.
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Question 25 - Other things to consider about the Oakville Arena/Trafalgar Park site:
(75 responses, see below)
71
72
73
74
75

This site is not in a residential area and should retain it's flavour of community.
To me, you would put the community centre for S.E. Oakville either here or at the hospital site.
traffic; it is busy now on Rebecca
We don't believe the current arena should be saved. Nor do we think a replacement arena needs to be put on-site. Add additional
ice pads to other arenas in town.
would like to see the arena replaced however replaced with mixed use in mind so the building could be also used to support other
groups and activities, broadening the appeal.
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Residential (102)

Commercial (159)

A cut/scrapes/broken bones type of emergency - like they have at Trillium. Combo
Senior's apt/Day care for children - circular building with park, walkways, flowers in centre.









2
3
4

ALL of the above ideas sound great - there is ample space.
an urgent care center. Amenities and housing for elderly residents
Given it's size, location and the spirit to which it was originally donated to the community, I
believe it should remain community property. It should provide community healthy living
services to all ages, including physical (indoor/outdoor exercise facilities), social
(indoor/outdoor arts/culture/meeting space) and medical supports (providing urgent
medical care, primary care, and ambulatory chronic disease management.) When OTMH
moves to 3rd line and Dundas, it will take the residents of SE Oakville up to 30 minutes to
drive to urgent medical care. There must be urgent medical care available, closer than 30
minutes driving distance in our community. It will also be better for our elder population to
receive ambulatory chronic disease management close to home. By having effective
ambulatory chronic disease management and urgent medical care available to all ages,
we keep patients out of the more expensive emergency rooms and hospitals. I believe
strongly, that this property should be used in the spirit that it was originally donated to the
community. As this is very valuable land, if a few acres of this property were sold for
private development on the perimeters, in order to raise funds to help develop the rest of
the property for community purposes, this would be acceptable. The height, width and
depth of this property should be maximized for community use.

















5

Some medical facility. Proper community centre. Public parkland. Limited residential
development. Re-use of parking garage
1) Maintain emerg/urgent care for this area. Seniors will not survive the 25 minute
commute to new hospital! Ambulance service does not provide level of service required.
2). Ensure a public pool 3). Attractive senior housing
1. strongly feel that these lands should as far as possible stay in public ownership and
public benefit. 2. The area would be well suited to a major community facility. If the
Centennial pool is closed it should include a swimming pool for the South and east of 16
mile creek. A medical centre would be would be most welcome as many of the current
medical facilities are expected to relocate to the new hospital area. Residential for
remaining land consistent with local existing housing. It is hugely disappointing that
approved the Sheddon building redevelopment at medium density . Really hope this isn`t
a precedent !!! Bungaloft /town housing would be OK





















Any type of community use, whether community centre, medical services, etc. As far as
residential, I think it should be limited to senior citizen housing.
continue with some form of medical care. Clinic, long term care, community center
Critical/urgent care for this area's residents Public Pool Attractive single level dwellings
for seniors
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long term care or maternity/birthing centre or medical diagnostic testing or
laboratory/research facility; failing that an educational/community resource centre/library







12

Medical clinic or other facility for South Oakville, which will be greatly underserved when
new hospital opens, community centre, additional seniors residence.
Medical emergency care, sports therapy/doctor's offices, community centre (indoor
pool(s), skating rinks, library, arts facilities), seniors' housing/long-term care facility.













Mix of mid-low density housing with community centre. Imperative that some kind of
medical facility be retained.
Some medical use, emergency and walk-in clinic. Recreation facility with gym, yoga,
Zumba, exercise classes. Pool to be used for exercise classes. Some section could be
turned into a Shelter for women or youth. Some section turned into housing - assisted
living. Some section turned into elder housing.
Yes, to the walk-in clinic and some emg. situation done/to be transfer to the new location,
but to assist in the offset of the dialysis unit. And if the building of facility that would assist
in the housing of the disabled as well as the more challenged adults, with the recreational
aspect being included .
***Medical urgent care facility [very important for this community who will not have easy
access to the new hospital]. Otherwise, park space, senior centre.
A full multi-generational community centre with a pool, meeting rooms, work out area,
seniors space( though that could be smaller if you put one on at Oakville Arena) as well
as general open space for gathering. Change the zoning to allow for a private clinic that
provides medical care: such as x-rays, casts, medical lab, etc.
A mixed use centre for Seniors - medical/walk in clinic plus other related activities (drop in
centre, fitness centre etc.). Parkland with gardens and benches.
Community centre with walk-in clinic facilities and in a park setting
I would like to see some sort of medical care continue of this site (urgent care, walk-in,
clinics etc.). As well, some sort of community centre/park would be appropriate. I think it is
important that it service a wide range of ages/stages of life
lane pool, meeting rooms, youth, senior space, parent and child space, fitness, active
living spaces, library This should be the "main" place. Urgent care centre, playground,
splash pad - for this area - none in SC area! park land, tiered parking
Large recreation centre / green space / medical centre
Making it into 'housing compatible with the area' is elitist and exclusive. The land is
currently being used by the community and should continue to be used by the community.
If medical use or a community centre/park would be great.
Public use lands only. No residential development on any of the lands. Consideration for
out-patient (emergency) medical services to meet the needs of the residents of south-east
Oakville.
Recreational facilities/open space/park/walk in clinic or some other medical facility - new
hospital is very far away and it would be good to maintain a medical presence in the area.
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27

28

29
30

31
32
33
34
35
36

37
38
39
40
41

42

43
44
45
46
47

A combination of things - urgent care for sure. By the time the new hospital is open I will
be 76. I live near Chisholm school. The thought of having to go to Dundas & Third Line for
urgent care is frightening. The lands are large enough to support urgent care and some
type of sports complex. Traffic certainly wouldn't be an issue as it is a high traffic area
now due to the hospital
A health care center should be established here. Doctors, eye care, dental care, walk in
clinics, etc. Best plan would be to build new Arts Center, Pool and Library here to replace
the monolithic, outdated building near Lakeshore. Turn that space into park land and build
new facilities on the hospital site.
A large and modern community centre with swimming pool, A medical facility
A modern community centre with parking and easy access for all ages. Include a pool.
Full fitness centre and rooms for activities and community events. Ensure that medical
services are still accessible to those in this ward through a medical treat and transfer site
located here or near here possibly in the Brantwood site.
a smaller medical facility for south Oakville residents; if community centre is not moving
forward in the old ice rink than possible location for community centre
community centre and pool and seniors facility also medical care centre for seniors























community centre and walk in clinics - both can be accommodated. Concert hall?
Theatre. Cultural centre
Community centre or medical facility - or both
Community centre with walk in medical clinic
Definitely urgent care or walk-in clinic on this site. Majority of the site could be torn down
and a new pool put in its place. Old OTHS sits on the site next door vacant and nothing
done with it. I believe this site was sold to the hospital for their expansion but they sold it
off so maybe better planning can be done this time
Either specialty hospital services or community gathering place (art gallery, cafe,
computer labs, learning facilities, exercise space, meeting space)
medical clinic - urgent care, housing I don't want to wait until these lands are free for
ward 3 to get a community centre. We need one NOW.
medical use or community center
Seniors Health Care and Community Facility
Should you develop the site as a community centre, it would seem that the Brantwood site
would be redundant. Combined with a walk-in clinic, this area would be a perfect
extension of the downtown core.
South Oakville needs a good recreation centre - pool, arena, gym to keep downtown
Oakville vibrant. OTMH or Arena land??? I think a walk-in clinic is also important
because of the W/C and senior population.
strongly support the TCRA position on these lands
Theatre, museums and galleries. Restaurants.
Urgent care and a walk-in clinic would be a good idea. A community centre in addition to
the clinic would be good. It is a large space.
urgent care and sport facility
Urgent care and. Community centre all encompassing pool library ice etc.
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48
49
50
51

Urgent care clinic or community activity centre.
Urgent care facility or recreational centre
Use the hospital site for a full Community centre with medical offices.
Very important that this does not become just another developer's win. Public lands with
facilities for public use; including first line emerge med services. This site must enhance
the sense of a meeting place for community interests. No tall buildings.
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amenities and housing for residents of all ages and stages of life
community centre, green space, low density residential
I feel that the town of Oakville has an incredible opportunity to further increase the quality
of life for the residents who live in the area. Knowing that the old Trafalgar school house is
a heritage building I think it would be quite a unique opportunity to turn that building into a
community centre and an arts space. Similar to the QE Park community and cultural
centre that opened up recently. There is a wonderful chance to renovate an existing
heritage building and to provide valuable art and community space to the residents. Once
the OTMH is vacant, I think there is a tremendous opportunity to redevelop the site with
low density residential housing in keeping with Livable Oakville, Places to Grow Act, and
the provincial policy statement. We are required to grow by a certain number of people by
2031, and downtown Oakville is one of those cores established to meet the demand.
Although the plan only calls for a few hundred people over the 20 year time frame this
would be a perfect opportunity to not only develop a site many people would want to call
home but also to meet the guidelines of the Places to Grow Act. The combination of
residential land uses adjacent to a community centre, and allowing for open green space
not only makes good sense from a planning point of view but it also encourages a healthy
lifestyle as new residents can walk to the community centre and park instead of driving.
This plan allows residents to have such a valuable centre in their backyards. The town of
Oakville official plan also known as livable Oakville would truly be realized if the following
development and realizations occurred.
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If you are moving the theatre this would be the site that makes the most sense especially
combined with dense housing and park space for liveability
Large recreation facility and parkland. Possible some housing if other needs can be met
first.
Park, seniors residence, community centre
Seniors Home/Seniors Centre/ Park/Playground
Unlikely to be able to maintain existing building. Would like area developed with additional
recreational usage. New residential should be kept to low rise with an increase in open
space footprint.
A community centre with a seniors component and a youth centre component, a long term
care facility
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61

A long term care facility with a swimming pool for the residents to receive therapy as well
as to enjoy swimming. Also, have a gymnasium for activities and a room, that will
accommodate various sized wheel chairs, where they can enjoy outside entertainment.
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63

Arts centre community centre mixed housing compatible with the neighbourhood
Something for the community. Or sell off the land and put the money somewhere else that
helps Oakville.
community centre with retirement home
due to costs, a portion should be allocated for housing as was done with QE Park. A small
community centre as proposed by staff
housing, community centre
indoor sports complex, seniors centre, home for seniors
Long term care and recreation facilities for seniors
low density housing, community fitness centre with pool and meeting rooms
some housing, community uses: small community centre including a pool.
Youth Recreational and senior living.
A community centre with park space surrounding it.
A community centre with pool, fitness area for all ages (toddlers to seniors) with
babysitting on site, Ontario early years center and library with kids centre, walking paths































A full scale multi-generational community centre that includes; pool, library, gymnasium,
meeting rooms. Open space parkland.
A large innovative community centre with meeting rooms, programs, workshop space, day
care (seniors respite and childcare), gyms, fitness studios and recreation and rehab
programs for children, adults and seniors, therapy swimming pool and recreation
swimming pool (to replace Centennial). I would love to see the new kitchens built for
social innovation - e.g. training centre for cooks and chefs and space for start up
businesses to use, space for community food programs and congregate meal programs
for seniors and other community members in need, cooking classes, (see examples of
Food Share and The Stop) community food centre in Toronto), Space for community
garden perhaps even a rooftop garden.
A pool with an up to date diving facility would be good, as I understand Oakville only has
one such facility right now and that is quite old and doesn't offer free parking (which is
essential when you are already paying for lessons or a community rec centre
membership). Given the land here, a running track, high jump and long jump pits would
be wonderful for kids wishing to practice outside of school training times. An outside
obstacle course would be offer an added workout to those who want a varied training
session as part of an outdoor fitness program.
Comm center or park
community centre parkland splash pad
community centre & parklands
Community centre and park
Community centre and park
Community centre and park. Should have indoor pools etc.
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89
90

community centre, pool, library, park
Community centre/park
I think the best use of this larger space would be a community centre with park area
around it. I think it should not be turned into residential. I wonder if a medical clinic or
urgent care could be accommodated at the arena site? What do other communities our
size have in terms of medical facilities. The new hospital seems like it will be a long way
from SE Oakville residents.
I would like to see a community center and a park. There is too much development going
on in which Oakville is losing open space for community use.
large recreation centre and pool with fitness programs and tennis and badminton facilities

















Multi use facility - community centre with arena, daycare, park
Multigenerational facility with at least double gym, child-minding, dedicated seniors' room,
workout facilities, large indoor pool with lane swim and therapeutic pool, basketball courts,
soccer field, splash pad, play structure
Olympic ice pad, swimming pool, library, skate board park, tennis courts, community
meeting space, small rehearsal hall (music).
Park and a recreation facility. No residential.
Park and rec centre, large pool.
park, outdoor space, arts centre, community centre
parkland, playground, splash pad, indoor/outdoor pool, library, recreation centre with gym.





















100 Perfect location for a mid-sized community centre, playground and splash pad site. The
parking garage already exists and would not have to spend taxpayers money to build an
space-saving parking area. Also, this area is centrally located for south-east Oakville. It is
close to public transportation routes (bus and GO Train) and it is close to downtown and
to the Whole Foods Plaza for lunch after your activities. Also, the site is large enough to
plan the site and add low-to medium-density housing with the community centre. This site
is a WIN-WIN!!
101 recreation centre, seniors/youth day centre, playground
102 Recreation facilities, pool, park area
103 some green space, community center with pool/ arena and library
104 swimming pool, rec centre, public park
105 A large community center with pool, running track, meeting rooms, community kitchen,
small gym, workout rooms. Keep the existing multistory parking garage.
106 A large community center would be ideal.
107 a recreation facility
108 a seniors centre for this area.
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Other (20)

community centre incl 25m pool; green space;
Community Centre or park
Community centre with park lands
community centre, large park, splash pad, library
Community centre, open green park space, sports fields (i.e.. soccer, lacrosse etc.)

Commercial (159)

Parks/Open Space (88)
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Children's or community centre
Community / recreational centre
Community centre
community centre
Community centre
Community Centre
Community Centre
Community Centre
community centre - like the one in Iroquois Ridge
Community Centre and/or library with FREE parking
community centre as it is the only area with enough space, current parking and existing
public transport
COMMUNITY CENTRE for SOUTH OAKVILLE. Its time we start getting our money's
worth out of our taxes. I haven't been to a town community centre in 15 years, they are
too far away. (I live on Devon Rd).
community centre if meets Oakville master plan/community needs
community centre or aqua centre
Community centre with a pool, community rooms, etc. Nice like the ones that have been
built North of the QEW.
Community centre with a pool.
Community Centre with pool and fitness equipment
community centre with pool if centennial pool is being closed
Community Rec Centre
community recreation centre
Community/recreation/library centre with lane pool
full service recreation centre with aquatic facilities
I have only recently become interested in the future use of this site. It seems obvious to
me that it is ideal for a community facility which should include a pool (as I believe the
town is closing centennial pool for redevelopment) a gym meeting facilities etc. THERE IS
NOTHING IN SOUTH EAST OAKVILLE for the residents and this will probably be the one
and only opportunity for the town to do the right thing and provide one for this community.
Local facilities for a community is important, I don't believe I should have to drive north to
Iroquois Ridge or west to 3rd line.. so much for Livable Oakville













132 I think a large community centre would also work well here.
133 I would like to see a multi-use full size community centre. With the parkade already there
it would be easy to park multiple cars on the site while providing gymnasium and pool
programs. A pool is desperately needed in this quadrant of town as is a community centre




134 If you where ever going to build a recreational facility for central Oakville this is the spot.
Close to the highway with reasonably good road access. This could be a spot for a double
arena or a large community gym and related healthy activities, jogging track etc.
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135 large community and recreation centre; urgent care facility somewhere on Cornwall Rd



136 Large community centre with all the bells and whistles, just as in other Oakville
neighbourhoods.
137 Large Rec Centre with 2 ice pads, swimming pool, gymnasium.
138 Large, community based community centre with extensive recreational facilities (similar to
facilities at Iroquois Ridge or Glen Abbey CC)
139 LIBRARY AND RECREATIONAL USE
140 Library, community centre with parking provided on site. No housing development!



141 library, recreation facilities and dedicated spaces for youth, seniors and community
groups to use for free.
142 pool library community centre arena
143 Pool, rec centre, pool,
144 Rec Center with an indoor pool
145 rec centre with indoor pool
146 Rec centre with pool and library
147 recreation centre
148 Recreation centre including a warm pool.
149 recreational centre
150 recreational centre (if the arena site is used for something else)
151 Recreational centre.
152 recreational facilities
153 recreational, community, pool, arena area
154 Region Library, Large Pool Facility, Large Recreation Centre, Youth Meeting place.



155 senior community centre
156 This is the largest of the sites available and should be considered, since it already has a
multi-level parking facility, to accommodate a large Community Centre which includes an
Aquatic Centre with salt water pool (not chlorine), a large gymnasium, fitness area,
centrally designed change rooms connected to the pool area and close to other activity
areas, an open concept indoor walking/jogging track located directly above the swimming
pool area. Could the Old Oakville High School be renovated and redesigned to
accommodate a Seniors Centre? or a Library?




157 This site should be used to create a full size community centre with a pool equivalent in
size to Centennial pool
158 This would be a logical relocation site for the main library and/or centennial pool should a
larger site be required by the Community centrally.
159 This would be a nice big property for a good sized community centre. A rink would be
nice.
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166 Park, park and retirement living, park and urgent care
167 Park; single family low density homes; emergency hospital (the new hospital is a long way
from here)
168 With this much land I believe multiple objectives as outlined above can be met.
Residential & park space with a small medical use contingency.
169 Ambulatory care centre, rehab and physiotherapy, facility, doctors offices, long term care
























































170 an urgent care facility plus more seniors care facilities
171 Continue with medical use and potentially long term care or seniors residences This
would have the benefit of jobs for Oakville
172 Like the idea of maintaining some sort of health care in south Oakville. If not, housing for
"all ages and stages sounds great!
173 Long term care facility and housing for seniors also walk in clinic.
174 Maintain some sort of health care facility on the site accompanied by low-density housing
where practical.
175 Medical emergency care facility and long term care
176 medical use OR Senior housing
177 Medical use or long term care facility Senior housing
178 Part of it used for medical use - day surgeries, walk-in clinic. Part of it used for subsidized
housing and/or supportive housing.
179 Residential for all ages with medical center/clinic.
180 SENIORS RESIDENCE AND EMERGENCY MEDICAL DEPARTMENT FOR AREA
BELOW QEW.
181 single low density housing with a small community health centre and small retail space
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160 This would be the most ideal place for a new expanded Community Centre and Pool similar to that of Iroquois in North Oakville. It is easily accessed by public transport, would
have adequate space for a large parking lot. This would also include a new aquatic
centre. A seniors Centre would also be good. There are so many apartments being built
in the downtown area which will mostly be occupied by seniors so it would make sense for
this land to be used for multi-use community purposes.

Other (20)

Residential (102)

161 If the town can obtain the existing hospital for a dollar then have an environmental
assessment performed . If it passes then buy it. Use as a Senior Care centre and
Emergency clinic. The remaining lands could be a 50:50 use of homes that are single
family home to match surrounding homes and the other 50% park space/ playground for
children.
162 medial facilities , housing for assisted living and affordable community living
accommodation for the retired, park space
163 Medical arts and seniors care facility and green space
164 Mixed medium density residential and some commercial with park land
165 Multi use development would be the best if the existing structure is to be maintained. If
the existing building will be torn down, use as a park or residential would be fine.

Question 26 - I would like to see the following on the
OTMH site: (342 responses, see below)
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185 townhomes &/or bungalofts, as well as a medical facility, since the new hospital will be in
NE Oakville
186 urgent care or walk in is a good idea; a seniors residence with needs available as they
decline
187 Walk-in clinic or urgent care facility - more importantly a long-term care facility.
188 community healthcare facilities, urgent care facility, parklands
189 EMERGENCY MEDICAL CLINIC PARK LAND/OUTDOOR SPORT FIELDS
190 healthcare services park land
191 Senior services and small treatment clinic, gardens.
192 Walk-in clinic and park land
193 Moving the hospital means that there will be fewer medical resources for downtown
residents. There is a large investment in infrastructure there, including parking. I would
continue its use in some sort of medically related capacity including walk in clinic, triage,
hospice, long term care etc. Possibly a satellite teaching hospital or a centre of excellence
for a specific surgery or treatment i.e.. Shouldice Centre. Given the residential location, I
think that a drug rehabilitation centre is a bad idea.
194 This is a fantastic small scale medical facility in the downtown setting. It should be kept as
some sort of medical facility for people in the down town area - if there is not a hospital
there, at least make sure there is a first class clinic that could address short term needs;
as well as a long term care facility for the old and infirm. perhaps a hospice?

























195 A continuing medical urgent care centre would be helpful. The SE community cannot lose
all emergency medical services to the new site, which is a long drive for those living in
south.
196 a facility for medical purposes urgent care and walk-in clinic
197 A family practice health centre offering routine medical tests and pre-op procedures, to
avoid the necessity of traveling to the new hospital site.
198 A HEALTH CARE FACILITY, INCLUDING A WALK-IN CLINIC. THE IDEA OF
SOUTHEAST RESIDENTS HAVING TO JOURNEY TO THIRD LINE & DUNDAS FOR
EMERGENCY MEDICAL ATTENTION IS BEYOND ABSURD.
199 A health facility of some sort, as the new OTMH is too far away and some health clinic or
pool is needed here.
200 A large multi function medical centre with X-ray, MRI, CT scans walk in clinics and many
doctors offices. Rehab centre with pool. Physio therapy etc.
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Commercial (159)

182 Some high density low rise affordable housing that is compatible with the neighbourhood.
Within that community an open public park should be made available. An urgent care/walkin clinic is also a good idea, as the hospital will now be far away from the residents of this
area (who are now older).
183 Some redevelopment and perhaps a reduced medical presence/seniors facility.
184 Supportive Long term care level house for individuals with physical disabilities, in a style
that is in keeping with the character of the neighbourhood. Also keep access to medical
care, such as ambulance, emergency or urgent care clinic at minimum, once south central
and east Oakville have been deprived of quick access to acute care at the hospital.

Question 26 - I would like to see the following on the
OTMH site: (342 responses, see below)
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201 A local medical facility such as the Urgent care facility on Walkers Line and #5. Easy
access for this part of town and remove some of the strain from the new hospital.



202 A local walk-in clinic would be very helpful.
203 A small urgent care facility would be good but may be too expensive to maintain.
204 Absolutely an urgent care centre with better evening hours. Keep focus on health, i.e.
dietician, holistic services, physiotherapy, foot clinics, rehab services
205 an 24 x 7 walk-in emergency clinic that can for health problems that may not be severe
enough to require a trip to the main hospital but can't wait until the next business day
when family doctors' offices are open
206 An urgent care facility for sure! Too many people use Emerg as a walk in facility. Too
many people don't have a family doctor.
207 At the very least a walk-in clinic and treatment centre. Local people have contributed
large amounts of money, time, and care to the hospital, and it is unfair that services
should now be withdrawn from the local community. It is of prime importance that we in
the neighbourhood have access at least to primary care.
208 Because the new hospital is being built in the NW corner of the town, those of use who
live in the eastern part of Oakville will no longer be able to use an Oakville hospital -- we
will have to go to Credit Valley, which is considerably farther away than OTHM is
currently. As a result, our quality of healthcare and healthcare emergency services will
decline. Some sort of medical facility should therefore be maintained.





209 commercial/retail/medical complex
210 Continue to use for medical purposes, medical research, urgent care, have info
classes/training for the residents on medical related issues that affect the community,
train residents in emergency planning
211 continue to use it in some form for medical purposes - urgent care, walk-in clinic, medical
offices
212 continued medical care
213 Continued use for urgent medical requirements - consolidation of local specialists
214 day use medical centre such as in Hamilton.
215 emergency centre
216 Emergency Medical Service. I might be dead now if I'd needed to go up to north Bronte
when I had an appendicitis attack a couple of years ago.
217 I agree that a medical use should continue on the site - Dundas/Third Line will be out-ofthe-way for many!
218 I am assuming a medical use facility would go significantly beyond the scope of Oakville
municipal gov't and our tax base/fund raising capability to support.
219 I don't want the library moving up there from the town. We need a public library (central)
where it is because it is a core spot for people - great location, walking distance and we
can support the town businesses while we are down there. Could the bldg. at OTMH be
used for medical purposes still? Is it cost effective?
220 I favour the idea of continued medical service or a facility to cater to the increasing health
needs of the elderly population.
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221 I like the idea of a medical facility that could cater to needs of seniors living in SE Oakville.
The new hospital is a long way away for residents of this area, particularly at rush hour.



222 I would like to continue to have some form of ER facility in the neighbourhood as my
family is a frequent user.
223 I would like to see medical use continue on this site. My big concern is how far away the
emergency room will be from southeast Oakville. I like the idea of walk-in clinics, senior
care or perhaps other care that is considered for this site, i.e. physiotherapy.



224 I would like to see the medical use continue on this site. I am very concerned about the
urgent care for all of us in the surrounding areas.
225 I would like to see the original OTMH site being either used as a medical centre with
services extending to our growing senior population.
226 I would like to see this site used for medical purposes as people have come to rely on that
type of facility in the downtown core.
227 If part of the hospital can be turned into an Urgent Care Facility, I like the Urgent Care
concept in that it frees-up Emergency Room space in main hospital and is better than a
walk-in clinic. My worry about re-development is that we will settle for another stucco-andfake-stone high-density narrow road boring neighbourhood. Lifeless.



228 Keep it medical - you're there already! Have a 24-hour walk in clinic / place for triage
nurses and doctors to assess and direct people to the hospital if needed. Amalgamate
many of the specialists who work all around in various offices and get them in one place.
Have blood clinics, physio centres. Make it a one stop medical building.



229 Kept for some diagnostic testing purposes and other medical use of our already existing
medical facility
230 local medical clinic
231 Maintain a portion of OTMH as a triage unit with emergency room and some medical
services for the south east population
232 Maintain Historical Buildings. This opportunity should continue to afford medical services
to the local residents of the neighborhood: e.g., a walk-in clinic and doctors' offices.



233
234
235
236
237
238
239
240
241

maybe just an emergency location. Old age rehabilitation location
Medical clinic
Medical clinics/specialists dedicated to seniors.
Medical facilities
Medical Facility
medical facility - possibly private doctor's offices
Medical use
medical use
medical use - urgent care, senior care, full service walk in clinic. All of these would help
avoid unnecessary visits to the Emergency department at the new hospital
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242 Medical use for day care, emergency care, rehab, clinics and specifically senior medical
care.
243 medical use site, no residential.
244 Medical use/therapy/rehab
245 Pre hospital facility - clinic 246 Preserve medical services - MD offices, clinics, etc. in the immediate area.
247 satellite emergency care, medical facilities, blood labs, and especially things like MRI and
radiology specialties.
248 Since location of the new hospital is such a distance from the area and given its aging
population, there needs to be some sort of emergency centre.
249 Some sort of medical facility
250 The hospital should not be moving to North Oakville in the first place. This would be a
good urgent are facility. The population of downtown Oakville is aging and to bring seniors
20 mins to South Milton will kill a lot of people.
251 There should be some healthcare facility here- arthritis care, family health teams, satellite
facilities, cardiac care...anything that allows for some healthcare to be retained in this
area.
252 This OTMH lands were donated by the CHISHOLM FAMILY for the purpose of
HEALTHCARE. There should be a minimum of 1/3 of this property kept for
HEALTHCARE. This could be done as a 99 year lease from the TOWN to a PRIVATE
facility or as a government owned/managed facility. The current structure can be retrofitted, the same way that the TRILLIUM [QUEENSWAY] facility was changed into a 7am 11pm URGENT CARE facility. The purpose of this would be do : day surgeries; basic
emergency requirements; act as a local facility to off-load the requirements for this
growing neighbourhood. We need to create a FOCUS GROUP For HEALTHCARE for our
South East Oakville residents.
253 treat and transfer medical centre 254 Urgent care (non-911) and transfer treatment centre; gerontology / mental health, medical
arts facility otherwise care is too far away especially with traffic / public transportation for
residents in Ward 3.
255 urgent care at the site
256 urgent care center, walk in clinic, Mini - hospital, pharmacy, laboratory
257 urgent care centre
258 Urgent Care centre
259 Urgent care centre and walk in clinic
260 urgent care centre, ambulatory care centre similar to site in Stoney Creek i.e. ambulatory
care centre that feeds the main hospital. The site of the new hospital is very poor in terms
of traffic access and the distance from the old site. Local medical infrastructure is
dramatically aging. Could be a great site to coalesce services off main hospital site. At
peak traffic times it will take up to 40 minutes easily to get to the new site from SE
Oakville. This is inappropriate.
261 Urgent Care clinic Community centre with comprehensive facilities for neighbourhood
considering demographics of East Oakville
262 URGENT CARE Facility.
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urgent care or walk in clinic
urgent care walk in clinic
urgent care, park lands. As little commercial use as possible.
use existing space as a "satellite" clinic since is so far away from the new hospital and
already has medical equipment, etc. in place
267 walk in clinic
268 Walk-In Clinic
269 -long term care facility for 100 patients -expanded public tennis facilities -outdoor
swimming pool -leash free dog facilities -park setting for seniors to walk or be pushed in
wheelchairs -TAXES MAKE IT HARD FOR SENIORS TO REMAIN IN THIS
NEIGHBOURHOOD; LET'S MAKE THIS A NEIGHBOURHOOD FOR SENIORS



270 Long term care facility on part of the property. Get rid of the old school, which is of no
historical value unless it can be used within a long term facility. Park space allocation
should be carefully studied to ensure to will work with the existing park land in the area.





271 parkland, condos, detached residential
272 Primarily single residential homes of low density to match those around it. A large park for
the community must be included, as green space is limited.
273 single family dwelling and large park area...
274 sub-divided into parks and upper-scale residential
275 The more green space we can have, the better. Places that neighbours can walk to. I am
not interested in anything that increases the traffic flow, particularly if there is not
adequate parking. My preference would not be to have it as residential, unless it was
single family dwellings.
276 townhouses and/or houses. Parkland
277 A small cottage hospital; a long term-care facility; small bungalows for seniors who are
able to care for themselves but may need emergency medical care
278 A major gov't funded nursing home. We have way too many high-end private facilities
here now. Check out Hillcrest Manor in Midland. First class site but reasonable.
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Affordable Assisted Living.
Affordable housing mixed with rental housing mixed with housing for seniors.
Chronic care/senior's facility
Consideration for long term care near or off site
Facilities geared to seniors, such as long term care facility.
Housing consistent with the neighborhood;
Housing for retirement living affordable
I like the idea of a seniors residence community that provides different housing options for
different stages of living incorporating the LTC facility.
287 I think a long term care facility would be appropriate, especially as the local population
ages.
288 I think it should be made into a senior residence but something that all seniors could
afford not private like Kensington

Other (20)
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289 I would like to see residences go up at the OTMH site. I would like to see the traffic in the
OTMH area decrease. I believe if the land is sold and privately developed then better
services can be provided in the other sites without having to raise property taxes.



290
291
292
293
294
295
296
297
298
299
300













301
302
303
304
305
306
307
308
309
310
311
312
313
314
315
316
317
318
319

320
321

Long term care facility for seniors including for those with Alzheimer's
Long-term care facility, seniors residences.
low density housing
Low/medium density housing.
more elderly care centre
New Homes
Nursing home or long term care for future residents, low-rise townhouse, condos.
redevelop for housing - mixed density
redevelopment for residential uses
Residential
Residential development ONLY. There is a lot of parkland already in downtown Oakville.
Areas that ARE parkland in downtown Oakville are controversial - if they are in high use,
residents complain about the traffic. Ultimately a large park here would become
underutilized land.
residential uses
Retirement community in the moderate price range
Retirement home / village / supportive housing/
Sell property
Sell the lands to developers for condos, townhouses and freehold homes.
Senior care facility as population shifts will continue to require those type of facilities
Seniors care
leave the hospital there or replace with green space
Forested park
green space
Oakville Central Park
Park
Park
park area- additional adult softball baseball fields as these seem to be lacking in Oakville
for the demand there is for them as well.
Parkland.
Seems to me this is a great opportunity for a passive, natural park, with some pathways,
benches etc.
This site too would be a good alternative for an outdoor artificial skating trail
walking trails park, green space, naturalized pond, outdoor swimming pool
A professional design competition to identify and assign value to the various priorities
identified for the site, and to create a truly significant redevelopment as a landmark within
the Town of Oakville
A seniors hospital or specific to hip or surgeries with rehab. Seniors should be treated
different than the rest of the population.
Casino!
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322 Continue medical use, in teaching / learning capacity.
323 Hospital
324 I do not want to see condos. This is a lovely space and should be for all residents to
enjoy.
325 Keep hospital open, Oakville should have two hospitals.
326 Mental health support center
327 NO CONDOS OR MONSTER HOMES
328 No single family houses
329 Not to used for housing!!
330 purchase for $1 when hospital is vacated (Dec. 2015)
331 Remain as a satellite facility of Halton Health Care and the new hospital to help provide
better access to health care below the QEW.
332 Retained as a Hospital. Oakville is growing and will shortly need two hospitals. Retain this
one for specialized services. It is easily reached by public transit unlike the new hospital.
Destroying the existing hospital does not make sense and wastes more tax payer money.





333
334
335
336
337




338
339
340
341
342

submitted in a separate email
that the hospital remains functioning.
Can't comment
I will miss having the hospital so close.
If the Oakville Curling Club is to expand in the future at their present site they will require
a portion of the existing Wallace Park.
n/a
No ideas
nothing
This is a great opportunity not in my neighbourhood
[blank]
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Question 28 - Other things to consider about the OTMH site: (101 responses, see below)
1

2
3
4
5
6
7
8
9
10
11
12
13
14
15
16
17
18
19
20

21
22
23
24
25
26
27
28
29

30
31

32

33
34

1. If the old high school cannot be renovated in a cost-effective manner for some community use, then demolish the building. 2. A
generous amount of green space should be considered along with low-density residential in keeping with the existing surrounding
neighbourhood. 3. Because both the hospital and the Sheddon Avenue medical facility are both lost to the area, a medical facility
is necessary to replace, at least in part, the services that the neighbourhood is losing, e.g. lab, x-ray, physio., foot care, ear care,
pharmacy and walk-in clinic. With the nearby long-term care facility, such services in easy reach would be greatly convenient for
the care facility residents as well as the residents in the surrounding area.
A Community Centre catering to Seniors and young children.
A medical facility is crucial to the area!!! Please . . .
a walk in clinic dedicated to seniors. when you see them brought into the ER, their needs are not met (unable to telephone family;
unable to walk; unsure about what is happening next)
absolutely no residential buildings and as a treat, emergency centre lower parking fees
Access to the site. Allan Street could not handle much more traffic
accessibility, time of day
additional open space
adequate parking
Affordable housing, including senior's home
after all the millions spent on renovating the hospital and building the parking garage within the past 20 years or so, it's seems
irresponsible to tear everything down - there must be some way of re-purposing the site without destroying it completely
An overarching perspective free from narrow self interest which all too often afflicts these type of collective decisions
Any area not used for a medical facility used for parks and sports fields
community centre
Continued public transit accessible, parking availability
convert to a residence for seniors geared to finances
Could also be an indoor rec centre with an indoor / outdoor pool (for both summer and winter)
could we maintain a clinic setting? We still need a medical facility at this end of Oakville please. thanks...
depending on the use of this property would be a factor in the use of the Brantwood school property
Dismissing the idea of having a portion of the lands used for medical purposes because the Province does not have it in "their
Plan" is not a reasonable answer to the residents of south-east Oakville. I would suggest that any effort to canvass the area
residents would return very close to 100% (unanimous) support for some level of emergency medical services in this community. I
think ignoring this fact will go completely against the spirit of a "Livable Oakville".
Do not put housing in there because it is going to be too congested and ruin the character of the area.
Don't miss an opportunity to provide green space. We've lost so many trees in the area to building and emerald ash, use this
opportunity to replant and make a pretty area. We can have homes anywhere, don't need more here.
Emergency Care Facility.
Emergency facilities, satellite to the new hospital, and especially things like and MRI and radiology specialties.
fitness facilities
Free parking
Geriatric centre associated with Wyndam Manor
Get rid of that old school!
Given the seniors demographic in the area, a seniors drop in or other such medical facility would make sense. This area is easily
accessible by bicycle and by foot - it is a pleasant walk/cycle on quiet roads. Keeping some park space would make it pleasant for
seniors to meet and sit .
green space and residential
High school building should have been torn down long ago... this section of Reynolds & Allen should be widened to 3 lanes to allow
for safer turning/ bicycle lane and sidewalks need to be wider also (for safety)... i.e.. move development further in from the road!
Hopefully we can create some sense of connection or relationship between the hospital lands, the ball park/curling/tennis and
Brantwood school lands. This is a large chunk of land that where you have this very unique opportunity to develop it all in a
planned way.
Housing
I agreed largely with the proposal to use the land for low density residential.
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Question 28 - Other things to consider about the OTMH site: (101 responses, see below)
35

36

37
38
39
40
41
42
43

44
45

46
47
48
49
50
51
52
53
54
55
56
57
58
59
60
61
62
63
64
65

I do not think adding more homes is any kind of solution as this is prime land that should be designated for public community centre
space.....there is precious little land in the southeast area of Oakville to accommodate the recreational, library and community
needs of the people living in the southeast area of Oakville. Every site should be used for something that the public can use....at
the very least, the small sites such as Brantwood School site could be designed as a park area. These are public lands and should
remain public, not private residential homes.
I do think that a community centre should also host a small walk in clinic with access off it so that there isn't germ spreading etc.
This would continue to offer the community some medical services after the hospital moves OR it could be used as a long term
care facility with the community centre attached. Again with such great parking infrastructure already there it would be a shame to
waste the location.
I hate to see a building go to waste. Re-use existing building (maybe remove parts of it). Could be converted to apartments,
housing?
I would like to see the property kept for public use
I would NOT like facility to be torn down and turned over to development.
I would not like this site developed as housing.
It could also be developed into a medical centre that extends highly specialized medical/surgical services that don't exist in
Oakville. For example, foot & ankle surgery, hand surgery, cardiology, cancer centre, would be ideal,
It has good parking, some of the features of medical care are already in place, employment for downtown core which in turn will
support the local businesses
It isn't just the initial cost of creating a Community Centre or Mixed Use park it's the ongoing cost of maintaining the facility or park
at a high level that needs to be considered in the past under the name of austerity the town has not maintained these areas and
they deteriorated. The Town needs to carefully consider what can be reasonably maintained at a high level over the long term.
It would be sensible to keep some form of medical facility in the area. At all costs do not sell off to developers for high density
housing.
It would be wonderful to develop this whole site as an innovative, environmental showcase with rooftop gardens, community
orchard, pleasing parking, and incorporation of the eyesore the old Oakville Trafalgar high school. This building should be
incorporated into the design somehow. It would also be good to provide some health services for area seniors that will find getting
to the new hospital site very challenging. Perhaps a seniors health centre.
keeping it the way it is with more rooms dedicated to mentally and physically challenged patients. Municipal golf course
Keeping the focus on health change the cafeteria to salads, whole foods fresh produce and affordable market that visitors/ patients
can eat or buy to take home
Large Recreation Centre, with indoor pool, library, arena, or Performance Arts Centre
Largest site to accommodate public needs, centrally located within wards 2/3
Library
Lighted grass soccer and baseball park with ability to create ice arenas for hockey in the winter
low rise residential
medical building/School like MAC
Multi functioning senior centre
must be access to immediate care, x-rays, scans
Need major shrubs and large trees surrounding site so it will blend in with surrounding neighbourhood. Underground parking
would be ideal but may be prohibitively expensive.
neighbours do not want a rink
new hospital is too far away for SC residents - we need care facilities here is the neighbourhood close to residential and high value
homes. exterior design must be must be world class and appeal to the general populous
nice restaurant with a patio
no high-rise buildings. Keep with neighbourhood feel with any future building to relic the existing residential structures. Medical
clinic or some other emergency centre to avoid having to go all the way up to the new hospital site. 24 hour.
No more residential development
not adverse to walk in clinic or housing but must include community centre as well. Community centre small or large before any
other use
NOT high density. Would spoil the essence of Old Oakville.
NOT more condos or monster housing. We need facilities for the community to use.
office building for doctors' offices please no high rise condos - wouldn't fit in with area and roads would be more congested
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Only maintain facade of OTHS if it is not a detriment to overall design of area - otherwise, not worth trying to work around this
property. I went there, and it was a dump 40 years ago, and probably still is!
OTMH should remain as an Emergency and Extended Care.
Park
Parking and transportation; must be in keeping with the neighbourhood; should be quiet;
parking must be a priority to eliminate parking on adjacent streets
Parking. If public buildings are permitted in this area (i.e. community centre, or gym) then parking will be an issue, as many who
come to enjoy the downtown will want to park there, edging out those who came to use the facilities. If parking is not free it will
discourage people who would otherwise use the facilities.
Please see above notes about HEALTHCARE issues,.
Remove paved parking recently added and extend existing storied parking lot . Create more creative open park space e.g. like a
"common" Typical in World Class Cities
Renovate the old OT High School for use as an art gallery for local artists or a place to present the history of Oakville back to the
16-1800's
Residential
RESIDENTS - BUNGALOWS FOR SENIORS ON ONE FLOOR
retaining some health services; crazy for everyone to drive up to the new hospital which is being built so close to Milton Hospital
and no services south of QEW.
SE Oakville needs urgent care centre to service the larger growing older population and new families moving into the area. New
hospital is far away on congested roads
Senior citizen centre Rec facility
Sick Kids is opening satellite clinics for allied health services, it would great if there was one in Oakville and this space would be
perfect, in conjunction with urgent care. Amalgamating medical services to a centre like this would take the burden off the hospital
and save health care dollars and save people having to go all over the place for services.
Small emergency hospital for local residents
some kind of medical use for this area
something that does not significantly increase traffic
Structures should be no higher than current; traffic pattern a and volume should be considered; need to consider replacing the
existing medical buildings;
Tear everything down and do a first class design of a nursing home with integrated transit and parking spots.
that the hospital remains functioning.
the area surrounding this site has an older population in general, and this demographic will continue to need medical services.
The local area has a high proportion of seniors, and this group will continue to increase. So the uses of this property should be
focused on the needs or seniors, including a recreation facility with lap pool and warm-water pool, as well as seniors-oriented
gymnasium and social areas.
The needs of the entire community should be taken into consideration. Selling the land to developers can generate badly needed
revenues for the town, and can benefit the entire community.
The neighbourhood is already being built up far beyond original capacity and there is no room for expanding traditional style roads.
Please keep the use of this land at a level that can be supported by the existing transportation routes without overloading the
residential roadways with too much dangerous and polluting through traffic.
The new hospital site is as far away from this area as possible while still remaining in Oakville. Access up Trafalgar Road is
becoming increasingly congested and there are no really practical alternate routes in emergencies. A small medical centre would
be valuable to the community.
The proximity to Brantwood school. Both sites are not necessary for public use in the area.
The sites need to considered both individually and as a collective when deciding upon the usage. It is too narrow to make one off
site decisions without having an overview of how they will all serve the community. Why hasn't the downtown library/theatre area
been addressed in this survey? What happens to that site should be driving some of the thinking vis-à-vis the others.
The south east area does not have a community centre, and now it is losing its medical/emergency services too - maintain care in
this area for the residents that built this town!!!
This is a residential setting so needs to maintain that
This is far and away the most critical of the 5 properties. Essential that the planned use reflects the mature conservative culture of
the area. I moved here 30 years ago because its a great place to raise a family. Need to keep that thought front and centre !! Not
20,000 more people - there isn`t the room or the facilities unless it starts to resemble condo city (Toronto).
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Question 28 - Other things to consider about the OTMH site: (101 responses, see below)
97
98
99
100
101

this should be used for people in the area or remain some form of health care
Time for services in south east especially as hospital is moving and schools being closed
traffic and neighbours
Traffic flow and parking
Traffic is already a nightmare at Trafalgar and Cornwall so low density and minimum traffic is important.
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Question 29 - How would you like to participate in the creation or evaluation of land
use options for the study sites? (389 answered question)
Participation Method:
Hands-on workshop / design charrette
Online survey
Written comments
Automated response technology (respond to interactive question in a

Not
Interested
112
10
64
93

Somewhat
Interested
115
97
138
106

Very
Interested
105
267
130
124

Don't Know
20
4
10
23

Other Participation Ideas: (21 responses, see below)
1
2
3
4
5
6
7
8
9
10
11
12
13
14
15
16
17
18
19
20
21

A volunteer advisory board could be formed from within the expertise that lives in our community to provide input and
As we all know surveys can be shaped to represent a direction, perhaps after a direction is established survey is good use to get
Citizen feedback from Focus Group Sessions
continued public presentations and information nights
FOCUS GROUPS for residents to participate in for: HEALTHCARE & RECREATIONAL requirements.
forum
future surveys
I only became aware of this survey via email from a friend. I think there should be a more proactive approach to obtaining
I would be happy to sit as a community member on the South Central Public Lands Study
meeting with planners and council members on subcommittee
Most of town's workshops are a sham and waste of time
online surveys and input on regular basis
Open discussion in a public forum, with planners and decision-makers that actually listen.
Placed on Ballot on next election
Please make these surveys more accessible - it is very poor that we had to find out about this from our neighbourhood association.
public meetings
Should ensure that the local community be given a voice to ensure all concerns are being addressed. A discussion forum may be
smaller discussion groups (8-10 people) - more people liable to speak
survey needs to be better organized. need town meetings etc.
Text to mobile device/social media like Twitter or Facebook?
Useless initiatives; most civic engagement exercises are smoke and mirrors; town does what it wants to generate the most tax

Question 30 - We will continue to use a variety of methods to share information
about the South Central Public Lands Study. How would you most like to receive
information about the study? Check all that apply. (394 answered question)
Communications Method:

#

Direct mail
Email
Local newspaper
RSS feed
Web page
Twitter
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164
6
132
13
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Question 32 - Additional comments about the South Central Public Lands Study: (66
responses, see below)
1

A seniors center might be nice idea, one in south and one in north. Please we don't need any more churches. Those two sites on
Trafalgar are an eye sore. I sure hope we get municipal taxes from these operations based on commercial land values.

2

As a southeast resident of Oakville, I would like to state that our "quadrant" of the city of Oakville is the ONLY quadrant that does
not have a swimming pool, a community centre, a library, a Seniors Centre etc......it's time that the patient residents of southeast
Oakville had their recreational, library and community needs addressed and met. I for one am tired of driving outside my own
community all the time to engage in any/all these activities. Before the Town starts addressing the needs of newer communities in
the north of Oakville, I suggest you remedy the long standing and continuing problem of no services in the southeast area of
Oakville. Enough is enough. We pay hefty taxes and yet we have none of these services located within our own community and
neighbourhood. South Central Oakville, South West Oakville, North West Oakville and North East Oakville all have these services,
but Southeast Oakville is sadly lacking on all these accounts. Please listen to the voices of this neighbourhood. We in Southeast
Oakville have a strong voice and will do all we can to ensure this generation and the following generations will not be forgotten in
this Planning process. Who would ever have thought that a grassroots organization only a year ago, could have had the kind of
impact to change the Premier's decision regarding the building of that massive power plant that TransCanada tried to shove down
our throats. When push comes to shove, you will see us all stand in unison to save our lovely community and to now ensure all
generations can enjoy locally located recreational and library facilities within the Southeast area on Oakville. What efforts have
been made to date to review all existing lands in the Southeast area of Oakville to accommodate such a large Community Centre?
I assumed that there would have been numerous lots available for development of such a project, besides just the 5 public lands
under review now?
At least one of the sites should have an outdoor wading pool, modelled after the parks and rec program in Ottawa.
community centre, indoor pool, outdoor pool (if Lions pool goes), artificial skating rink, seniors needs met, library, art gallery,
children's programs, mini botanical gardens, and park
Consider the need for public recreation facilities for the entire South Central Community on a geographic basis. This community is
lacking facilities that the other parts of Oakville enjoy. Livable Oakville must include South Central Oakville.
Continue to keep the community engaged in decision making.
Decisions should be weighted towards local community input. Every effort should be made to ensure decisions are made for the
good of the community and not for the benefit of developers.
DO NOT SELL ALL THE LAND TO A DEVELOPER FOR A QUICK BUCK. ALL LAND VALUE WILL DWINDLE AND CHARACTER
OF THE NEIGHBORHOOD WILL BE LOST FOREVER.
Don't allow the Curling or Tennis Clubs to expand into Wallace Park.
Don't give them away to the developers.
Ensure ALL stakeholders are involved
Ensure there is adequate FREE parking at all locations if you want people to use them.
Excellent survey - how do you get this out to everyone who lives in the affected areas?!
Have you researched how other towns in the US and Canada with similar challenges have dealt with these issues? Cannot believe
that there is not some good learning/best practices there, and they have already paid for the expensive urban planning consultants!

3
4
5
6
7
8
9
10
11
12
13
14

15
16

17

18
19

I am hopeful that we will get some public space that is kind and creative for SE Oakville having given up our schools which were
the most effective / even the only community hubs of the past for SE Oakville.
I believe the issue to many is the lack of facilities in south east. The existing Kerr St arena should be kept for that area's needs.
However, if Centennial pool is closed, the lack of facilities in the southeast becomes even worse. Facilities are needed east of
Trafalgar!
I have not responded to several of the questions here because I think that I am more qualified to choose from a number of options
that offer the pros and cons of their land use. I would like to have input once more research has been done into the needs of the
SE Oak. community compared to our current community, recreational and health facilities.
I meant to add that Chisholm would be a good place for a neighbourhood library, or even just a drop off and pick up holds location,
cut down on travel/environmental pollution. Thank you.
I really do hope you listen to the community and this isn't a waste of time.
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Question 32 - Additional comments about the South Central Public Lands Study: (66
responses, see below)
20

I think it is great to be able to give input. Hopefully public input is going to be taken into consideration to come up with a plan that
makes sense in the long run. I really believe that creating smaller neighbourhood facilities within walking/biking distance makes
more sense than larger scale facilities that people have to drive/take transit to use. Thank you for the opportunity to give input.

21

I think that many of the areas under review are unique and it is important that the changes made are in keeping with the
neighborhoods and provide something that tax payers can benefit from.
I think the public should continue to have input as to how this land develops. The Council and committee members may discuss
this in a room but how many actually live in the area being studied. Perhaps there are many but the residents of this area are the
ones who will have to live with the final decision on a daily basis. I would hope that all plans are communicated openly and take
resident homeowners viewpoints into consideration. I am not a fan of the lands being turned into residential space. I think we
need to preserve what open green space we have left. This is what makes the town of Oakville so unique. Our children, adults
and seniors need indoor community space as well. I feel like I constantly have to leave my neighbourhood to access certain
activities. We spend quite a bit of time at Iroquois Ridge community Centre but it would be nice for the residents of southeast
Oakville to have their own community centre.
I would like costs to be considered in any proposal for these lands. Our taxes are high enough. Development should be based on
need not desire for walk to facilities.
impact on whether existing roads and parking can accommodate new land use is very important
Important to keep local residents informed of developments before final decisions are made
It is important to remember that South East Oakville should not be used as a "profit centre" for the town. The land here is
extremely valuable and should not be sold off/used inappropriately in order to fund projects elsewhere. The community has
already lost the facilities that we in place on these pieces of land (several long established community schools and the hospital)
and these need to be "replaced" in kind with something else.
It will be unfortunate if the land is all developed for housing. Once the green space is gone, it is gone forever. I would like to see
information abut how the hectares of green space in south Oakville, with the projected growth of 19,000 people compares with
what is offered in North Oakville. Consider that with the increasing traffic on Trafalgar that is the main corridor to get to north
Oakville, a trip to an arena, ball diamond or community centre becomes a 30 to 40 minute drive.
Just to reiterate that the Oakville Arena site should be preserved for its current uses and that the Hospital site is best suited for a
new Community Centre .
Keep it out of the hands of developers who lose site of the neighborhood in their effort to make money. Many of us moved into our
homes because of the neighborhood and have seen changes take place out of our control. I am tired of developers who don't even
live here erect monster homes and I am tired of the Committee of Adjustment catering to them. The community members seem to
have little say in what happens.
Keep them public use.....no more homes we need/deserve green space, playgrounds not homes!
keep up the great work
let's stop destroying our older neighborhoods, they need to be protected just as much as the downtown
More Bike lanes, more pools, better rec centre
Please do the right thing and provide for our kids who no longer have a school in walking distance!!!
please keep old heritage feel to buildings. Especially Linbrook public school, Oakville arena
please listen carefully to the concerns expressed by the residents that are directly affected by these actions and decisions as they
are emotionally and financially invested in this community.
Please listen to residents, ALL residents
Please preserve parks and open space consistent with the neighborhood.
Please think carefully before disposing of these lands. Once they are gone, we can't get them back. Southeast Oakville is a
neighborhood of family homes; families will continue to move here and they are entitled to community services just like the new
growth in the north.
Please, please use one of these sites to provide us with a much needed and wanted community centre!!!!
SENIOR USE VERY IMPORTANT FOR ALL PROPERTIES EXCEPT THE RINK
Southeast and south central Oakville is in need of modern recreational, Medical and community spaces. We must also maintain our
tree canopy and ensure these spaces are not over developed.

22

23
24
25
26

27

28
29

30
31
32
33
34
35
36
37
38
39

40
41
42
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Question 32 - Additional comments about the South Central Public Lands Study: (66
responses, see below)
43
44

Take the time to get it right.
Thank you for seeking our (the community's) input. Hopefully, you will be able to implement some if not most of our suggestions.

45
46
47

Thank you for the chance to participate in forming our future Oakville
Thank you for the opportunity to have a voice.
Thank you for the opportunity to voice my and many other's opinions about the land use in the South Central Public Lands Study.

48
49
50
51

Thanks again for keeping us informed and the ongoing progress.
Thanks for taking community input into consideration.
The area needs facilities for all ages. We are always overlooked and what we have now is inadequate.
The focus of the this study should be the new use of the hospital lands. All of the land available for sale, which creates revenue is
in Ward 3. Those revenues should be used to provide a full size community centre and to build a new pool equivalent to Centennial
pool. A significant majority of revenues raised through the loss of public land in Ward 3 should remain in Ward 3, and used to
provide a level of recreational facilities equivalent to that provided through town funds to other wards in Oakville

52

The map provided with this survey, and at the last meeting, did not include the residents East of Ford Drive. I think this is
disingenuous. It does not reflect the true number of residents in this area. South East Oakville has a growing number of families
with young children. We do not want, or feel we should be made to, drive across town to use facilities that are supposed to be
available to all. Taxes in this area are extremely high, and while we do get some great services, we should have access to a
community/recreational centre in our own area.
There is no community center in south east Oakville, however, they are many kids, and seniors need the facility to expand their life.

53
54

There is nowhere for teens to hang out in an acceptable, not necessarily drinking, way. I believe strongly that this could be
achieved for this population in this neighbourhood. A 'club' with dancing, some kind of a Youth Club, would be an excellent idea.

55

There is so much being invested in North Oakville and the southern community has been forgotten. I would like to see something
that enriches life in this area. something that can be walked to. I would like to see a trail system similar to what has been created in
other areas of Oakville that would allow for running and walking.
This study does not provide opportunity to comment on the Centennial Pool site. The pool is in definite need of renovation
especially the stairs need to be removed as they are very dangerous. I am an active 50 something person who used the pool
regularly for synchro classes and other purposes and plan to do so for another 30 years. I like this location as I can bike there but
feel that the pool should be redesigned to make it more senior and child friendly and could be moved to a new community centre.
The pool should absolutely remain east of 16 mile creek otherwise it is not in our community. It would be very good to develop a
nicer building that would attract people to the area with a gallery, library and waterside cafe, visitor centre.

56

57

58

59
60
61

This survey is poorly designed - obviously the person who designed it has no market research experience. The scales are all
different, uses jargon that average respondent wont understand, should try and understand respondents use of facilities and
impact on what they want, doesn't even ask gender for crying out loud!! What professional survey doesn't include gender (and age)
as demographics. Using Survey Monkey? [deleted] amateurs
Value the public input vs. the "quantitative" criteria...this area represents what people envision Oakville to be and why they wish to
move here - ensure the area stays vibrant and we don't lose all of our public facilities for a cash grab to fund other areas!
We are short of park space, green space, walking trails, and athletic fields in this neighbourhood, that is our priority.
We must not let our thinking be overshadowed by the province`s demands for higher density .That can be accommodated N of the
rail tracks and N of the QEW .Maintain the character of Oakville !
We need activities for our teenagers and young people. A large community centre is desperately needed in our neighbourhood!
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Question 32 - Additional comments about the South Central Public Lands Study: (66
responses, see below)
62

63
64
65
66

We need to find a way to support Oakville Arena staying where it is and building a pool and community centre at old OT.
Geographic distance needs to be a stronger factor in supporting community centres I note at the end you ask for children under
18. The reality is that many young adults return to their family homes for a few years and they should be considered in the needs
for a community centre. The days of them leaving and not returning are long gone.
We need to maintain some form of clinic lower hospital setting in South Oakville...there is a large population of small children in this
area
With increasing numbers of a senior population in SE Oakville having some medical services and rehab services local will be of
benefit.
Your Likert scale is biased. Your midpoint response should be 'neutral' rather than 'somewhat interested'. My hypothesis is that
your scores would be different if you used neutral rather than the positive 'somewhat interested'.
Your survey is VERY limited and doesn't really address overall community needs.
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Question 33 - Are you an Oakville resident or property owner? (413 answered question)
Yes
No

409
4

Question 34 - Which ward(s) do you live in or own property in? Check all that apply.
(408 answered question)
Ward 1 (south of QEW, west of Third
Line)
Ward 2 (south of QEW, Third Line to
Sixteen Mile Creek)
Ward 3 (south of QEW, east of
Sixteen Mile Creek)
Ward 4 (north of QEW, west of
Sixteen Mile Creek)
Ward 5 (north of QEW, Sixteen Mile
Creek to Trafalgar Rd.)
Ward 6 (north of QEW, east of
Trafalgar Rd.)

9
102
266
17
9
11

Question 35 - Please specify your age group: (404 answered question)
17 or younger
18 - 24
25 - 34
35 - 44
45 - 54
55 - 64
65 or older

2
3
11
90
139
89
70

Question 36 - How many children under 18 years old are in your household? (408
answered question)
none
1
2
3
4 or more
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12
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